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Alim, Vingren
to head USG
Bottom wins trustee race,
defeating Abdul-Musawwir
By Signe K. Skinion
Daily Egyptian Reporter

Students Fust Party candidates
swept the top student government

PAmo: T. CAslOI -

The DJi/y fsyptian

Eric Bottom (rigl,t), a senior in admi11istratio11 of justice and ft11ance from awrleston and student trustee,,lect, embraces his opponent Najjar Abdul-Musawwir, a graduate student in ft11e arts from CJ,attanoogc,
Te1111., Wednesday night at the election committees' headquarters in IJie TJiebes Room at tJie Student
Center. Datie Vingre,1 (left), a soplrmnore i11 political science from Bloomingdale a11d vice presid,mt-elect,
looks 011 as his fellow Students First party member Bottom is a11nounced as tJie victor.

positions of student trustee and
Undergraduate
Student
Government president and vice
president Wednesday.
One of the unsuccessful candidates says he feels the winning
party misled the the student body to
get elected.
Troy Alim, USG president elect,
and David Vingren, USG vice
president elect, beat Saluki Party
opponents Scott Pfeiffer and
Robert Irby 1,121 to 848 votes.
After the results were announced
by the elc.:.ion commission. Alim
said the election was long and tir-

ing. He said he is now ready to
plan for his first day in office.
"I'm exhausted," he said.
"However, I'm vay glad that we
were successful, and I'm very
happy that lhe campaign was run
on the issues that concern the student body."
Issue of Alim's campaign platfonn included creating 24-hollr
study areas for students, enhancing
campus safety and fighting low student enrollment by promoting
SIUC's academic progra=.
The USG president represents
the studa body and senate on all
Univcrsily .sues. The vice presi•
dent condll(;ts the bi-weekly USG
meetings and works with the president and senate on University

see ELECTION, page 6

Students say no to possible"i"ntrease in fees
By Signe K. Skinion
Daily

Egyptiar Reporter

More than 800 studenL~ voting in
the Undergraduate Studenl
Govem.nent elections Wednesday
say !hey do no1 support SfUC raising student fees next year.
A r~ferendum on the USU ballots
asked studenL~ to vote yes if they
wanted lo prevenl student fees from
being increased or no if they
lhough1 fees need to be increased by
the University.
1be final resulL~ on the referendum vote \11ere 822 srudents against
rai.~ing student fees and 421 in support of student fee increases.
Ja.~n Barren. a junior in administrative jll..iire from Lombard. 5:lid

he voted in supi)Ol1 of the referendum. bul he said he is not sure what
good it will do.
'The budget ~ already been set
for next year. and I don't 1hink
because students said no to fee
increa.,;es it will change anything in
the eyes of !hose in charge." he said.
La.st week, USG approved placing the referendum on the ballot to
give students a chance IO let the SfU
Boord of Trustees lcnow how they
feel about fee increases for next
year. USG wrote the resolution
because the lllinois Boord of Higher
Education suggested that state universities !hat increa.<;(" student fees
no1 exceed a 3-pcrcent limit ba.~
on lhe university's student tuition
income.
sruc s approved student fees for

next school Y= exceed IBHE's 3pc:rcent limit, and the University
could face monetary penalties for
going above the limit
Troy Arnoldi, a senior in speech
communication from So•llh
Roxana. said the referendum is an
important is.sue because of the direct
impact it ~ on sruc students.
'1l!e Illinois Board of Higher
Education ~ set a limit to student
fces, and that needs IO be met by the
University," Arnoldi, who is also a
student advisor to IBHE, said "Fees
me becoming a scapegoat for SIU·
dents, and v.-e need to send a message that the Unh-er.;ity needs to get
a grip on them."
·
Students who voted before noon
on Wednesday did not get a chance
to Vole for the referendum. Election

Commissioners said there were
problem; with getting the ballots out
to the polling places on time.
&ic Bottom. student trustee elect,
said the commission did not know
the referendum was to be on the baJ.
lot until Tuesday, and this delayed
getting the referendum to the polling
places.
"The commission found out
about it (the referendum) at Tuc:sclay
night's Student Health Committee
meeting." he said.
Man Schober, a sophomore in
pre-medicine from Pawnee. said he
voted for the referendum ~use.~ it
is important for students to voice
their concerns IO the ndministration
on student fees.
However, some students voted
for the referendum without know-

ing what it meant
"I talked with someone from
USG and they told me to vote for
the referendum." Nicole Hampton.
a freshman in pre-nursing from
Otleago. said.
The referendum will 11< • •,e presented 10 the SfU Board ofTrustees
at its May 9 meeting in Springfield.

Gus Bode

Man volunteers to apply herbicide
By Lisa M. Pangburn
Daily Egvotian Reporter

Thompson Woods may have a
chance to begin spmt:ting into what it
m,ed to be after one man ~ offered
to fulfill the fill't ~ of rejuvenating the woods for a charge of SI.
Jim Jung. owner of Hillside
Nw=y. 1900 W. Sycamore St. said
he is a Ii=~ by the state to apply
herbicide and L~ willing to spray the
herbicide for fre.::. Bui his insur.uu
requires him lo charge at lea.~ SI.
For the last IO years, the
University administration ~ been
dealing with the depiction of
Thompson Woods and how it can be
rejuv.:nated.
Recently. an agricultural chemical
company donated 30 gallons of her•
bicide lo the University for the use of
exterminating exotic plants in
Thompson Woods, but tll'! administration is still deciding who will be

II It would be nice to see Thompson

Woods like it used to be. I like the woods.
What can I

say?,,

Jim Jung

Owner, Hillside Nursery
· . · · ·· ·

lhe slale-li.:ensed person to spray and
when it will be done.
Jung said he has a lot of fond
memories of Thompson Woods, and
he said he wants to help.
'Thompson Woods really needs to
be cleaned up," he said.
~woodlands arc disa~ng far
faster than we are replacmg them. I
have a spray license, so what the
hellT
The 1994 Thompson Woods
Committee Plan states thnt for
removal of dead trees. replanting new

or

trees. and SJl!1lyiiig llobicliJe. the
approxim:11: cost would be SSO,!XX>.
Bruce Francis. SIUC s~perintendent of grounds, said the price of
$50,!XX> would decrease because of
the hemicide donation-mid the offer.
from Jung, providing the Uruveisity
decides to llCCCpt the offer..
·.
"The donation of the he'rbiddc
knocked off about $1,SOO;·nnd
sure that the voltinteer work would
knock a few thous.'.ll1d dollrus off," he
said.
Francis said he thillksJ~g•s offer

I'm

is a good opportunity.
'ri11is definitely needs to be discussed between the committee mcm•
bm. but this opportunity is fant:istic."
he said
Philip Robertson. an sruc plant
biology professor and head of the
{,Thompson. Woods Management
Committee. said the offer from Jung
is a possibility if nn agreement can be
reached b,etvieen Campus Risk
Assessment nod the Physical Plant

unions. . . . .
: Physical Pbnt unions would normally be in charge of applying the
herbicide.; i' ,
"If this-can be wodccd out with all
parties involved. it is certainly a possibility," he said. 1'his is exactly the
kind of volunteer work we need."

Jung said the depiction of the
woods~ to stop somewhere. !Ind if
he can help, he will
. ..
'11 would be nice to see Thorni:ron •·
•Woods like it used to be." he said "I
like the woods: ~.~ I ~y?_''..
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~
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relationship between the world's two leading eeunomic powers. "We

can
this because you are here, backing our commitments with your
power," Clinton told 5,000 crew members and their families on the
I ---•- -' · ~6JU96 I aaft
earner USS Independence, which is based in Japan. Clinton said
that~tching the Independence to the Taiwan Strait during recent
I MMteAD5lJ
missile tests aod;military maneuvers "helped
a rising
-Chinese
Plenty
of.FREE
f)arkingl
Ointon's visit to the ship camejust hours after he and Japanese
I •smztOl'ltSS Rt. 1 I1 storm."
Prime
Ryµtaro Hashimoto Connally signed new joint declado

air-

calm

Sat.
I 8-5:30 M-F, 8:30-12_1
,:;_,_.,

a

Minister

ration on sccnfity- an agreement committing the United States to continning its sizable military"preSCnce in Asia, including around 100,000
U.S. troops.
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BUCHANAN NOTTO RUN ON THIRD PARlYTICKET WASHINGTON-Republican presidential candidate Patrick J.
Buchanan all but closed the door on a third-party candidacy Wednesday
but promised to wage a national issue-oriented campaign aimed at moving his party closer to some of bis conservative positions in advance of
the GOP convention. Buchanan, who has conceded the nomination to
Senate Majority Leader Robert I. Dole, also said he bad decided not to
campaign in the upcoming Pennsylvania primary - even though he
believed he could do well in Philadelphia and Pittsburgh - becausc·it
might look lilce he was only trying to weaken Dole.Buchanan's tone and
thrust at a news conference Wednesday seemed to made a shift in strategy. Last week, be campaigned in Missouri and was rewarded with 11
convention delegates. But Wednesday he declined to draw direct contrasts with Dole -or criticize his viability as the pany's standard-bearer - and said he would focus his efforts on using "our influence and
voice inside the Republican Party to try to change ill, dim:tion."

POLLY KLAAS MURDER TRIAL BEGINS IN SAN JOSE SAN JOSE, Calif.-The trial of Richard Allen Davis, a twice-convicted kidnapper who is accused of abducting 12-year-0ld Polly Klaas from
her bedroom and then murdering her, got underway Tuesday, with the
selection of a jury and the playing of a police 911 tape in which Polly's
terrified mother reported the kidnapping. Davis, wearing jeans and a
black shirt, appeared in the counroom Tuesday but said nothing. Marc
Klaas, Polly's father, who has made a cause of child protection advocacy ever since his daughter's murder, was also there. After listening to
prose.cu tor Greg Jacobs' 2-hour opening argtn0eot, Klaas told reporters.
"I've heard all I needed lo hear in this trial •.•• If I bad a gun it would
have been a bullet in the back of (Davis's) head. He's going to have to
face his maker in another world." Tuesday morning, before the !rial
began, he said, "It's going to be extremely difficult, sitting through the
minutiae of.the death of my child."

Incredible Prices!
3% of Profit funds the education of 3 Guatemalan Children.
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Friction center under· way·
Campus receives funds
for high-tech science
building, termed one
of a kind in U.S.
By Tracy Taylor
Daily Egyptian Reporter

The National Science Foundation,
along with the st."l!e government and
seven industries, is allocating more
than $3 million to fund the new
Center for Adv'l.nced Friction
Studies at SIUC.
The National Science foundation
is matching equal amounts of funding with the state of Illinois and different aerospace and brake
manufacturing companies for the
center. Maurice Wright. SIUC
MaterialsTechnologydirector. said.
"If we had raised $225,000. we
would have received that much
from the Natio,1al Science
Foundation," Wright said. "We will re,:eive funding for the
next four ye:u,. then we will be
evaluated by the NSF and then get a
continuation for another four years ...
The National Science Foundation
is giving sn IC a total of $450.000
throughout a four-year period. he
said.
The money is spent on research
assi~tants. graduate students, equipment and actual research, he said.
'The program isn't just a research
program," Wright said. "It's a graduate program to teach graduate students:·

Wright said the department is
researching what occurs when an
airplane or automobile is brought to
a stop and how it affects brake performance.
He said the center would help
SIUC expand its research in such

areas.
He said SIUC is the highest rated
univemty for frictior, n-search in the
country.
"In other words. we're the best."
he said. "We've been supported by
industry for the ;ast eight years, and
they continually pay year after

year."
Wrigh, said seven companies are
involved in backing the center, in
addition to foundation and state
funds. Six of the companies are paying $30,000 a year and ollt' is payine
$15,000 a year.
Neil Murdk:, principal scientist
for Allied Signal Aerospace
Company in South Bend, Ind., said
they backed the research center
because there are no dedicated
courses to friction and wear in other
universities.
'This research will directly influence and target some of the problems that we have in the industry,"
he said.
Murdie said Allied Signal has
been familiar with the unique work
that the Materials Technology
Center has been doing during the
past seven or eight years.
Ron Liew, research and development engineer for B. F. Goodrich,
said his company is funding the

research because of a lack of knowledge about friction.
'There arc only a handful of friction manufacturers, and we can benefit from understanding tlie causes
and effects of friction," Liew said.
This research center will give the
United States a competitive edge
with countries that already have friction research facilities, such as
France and Japan. Liew said.
"It's one of a kind in the.United
States," he said.
Wright said the National Science
Foundation has onlv funded 13 centers in the country tfuu are doing cutting edge research on different
academic and industrial topics, and
only three are doing friction
research.
Wright said the amount of money
the department is receiving is
enough to open the center, but they
need more funding.
"We need to raise more money,"
he said. 'The more money we raise,
the more we get from the state of
lllinois and The National Science
Foundation."
Wright said the National Science
foundation will continue to match
what the center raises up to
$300,000.
Wright said there will be a meeting May 8 to talk with eurrent backers and to encourage new
companies 10 help fund the center.
The Center for Advanced Friction
Studies will be located in the new
Engineering Annex Building in
about a year, Wright said.

Holocaust art depicts ghetto scenes

PATRICX T. CM!oa- The Daily Egyptian

Sing a song: As part of

Oil outdoor concert series sponsored 1iy the Student Programming Council, Michael Gulezian,
an acoustic instmmental guitarist, plays 011 tire sout11 patio at the
Student Center Wednesday aftemoon.

University alumnus to present slide show at Museu~
By James Lyon

which really brings out the strength

DE Features Editor

in them." she said. "A lot of oilier
works of art will show how deprived
and sorrowful the people were. and
that is good because what happened
wa~ terrible.
"His art takes people who have
been living in bad conditions. and
he gives them characteristics that
give them strength and hope. II
transforms them into a symbol of
dignity."
Segan •s art consists of drawings
of people from the Warsaw ghetto
and from Polish uprising, Leverett
said.
She said Segan also will be presenting works of art from the late
Israel Bembaum children's book,
"My Brother's Keeper." "Bembaum
was a friend of Segan's, and they
worked together on occasion."
Leverett said. '"Bembaum was a
Holocaust survivor, and his book
won an award in Germany for the
best children· s book. This presenta-

It has been decades si nee the
Holocaust in Germany, but the
memories associated with it will live
on in the artwork a former SIUC
student who is visiting campus
tonight, an organization director
says.
As a way of showing how real
people were affected by the
Holocaust. Akiva Kenneth Segan,
who graduated from SIUC with a
degree in art in 1979, is scheduled to
give a slide lecture of his artwork.
"Under The Wings of G-d...
Betsy Leverett. Director of the
Hillel Foundation for Jewish campus life, said Segan' s presentation is
different from other depictions of
the Holocaust hccause his art shows
the strength in people.
·'What makes the drmvings aifferent is that Segan will dra\y large
angel-like wings on the people

lion will show some of the art from
that book that Segan thinks goes
well with the ideas about the
Holocaust he is trying to get across."
Leverett said everyone was affected by the Holocaust in one way or
another.
'Thi! Holocaust left impressions
on everyone. and not just the Je\l.'S,"
she said. "It is good to show prople
what happened so that they \viii better understand what was involved.
This display doesn't show people as
Jewish. It simply shows them as
people. It shows how terrible things
can happen and how to face those
problems with a little hope."
Segan could not be reached for
comment Wednesday.
The presentation is sponsored by
the Hillel foundation, the Alumni
Association, University Christian
Ministries and the P=e Coalition.

Sega,1 's presentation is scheduled
for 7 p.m. in the University Muse11m
Auditorium. Admission is free.

Tax returns yield celebrations for SI UC students
By Melissa Jakubowski
DE Assistant Features Editor
When Martha Gilliam opened a
yellow envelope last month and saw
a check for $500, she took her friend
out to dinner, bought some clothes
and spent the rest of the money on
bills. The one thing she said she did
not do was save it
"I filled out my taxes in January,
so I was waiting for that money all
winter," she said. "When the check
finally came, it was celebration
time."

With the passing of the April 15
deadline, tax season is in full swing.
Many people like Gilliam, a sophomore in architecture from Rock
Island. already are beginning to reap
the benefits from their tax returns,
while others wait for the little yellow envelope to come.
Tanja Gamble, a freshman in

11 I'm getting $9 back. ff I don't treat my

friends to McDonald's, I'll probably
spend it on a 12-pack of beer. II
Joe Rallo

Senior, aviation management
international business and administration from Elgin, said the $300 she
is getting back from the federal and
state governments is going straight
to her savings account
"I spent too much money my first
year away from school," she said.
'The money stmts to add up when
you are going out on weekends and
ordering food all the time."
Gamble said because she spent
most of her money this year, she
needs to save for next year. She said

she will not be tempted to spend her
money.
"I won't spend it if my mom has
it." she said. "She has control."
While some students save the
money they receive from their tax
returns, others have decided to put
the money toward other ventures.
Cathy Vallerio, a sophomore in
foreign 18.!)guage llild international
trade from Momence, said she spent
most of her $268 on credit card bills,
but she managed to save some

money for a tattoo.
gambling.
"I'm not wonied about losing the
"I've been trying to get a Mickey
Moure tattoo since Easter," she said . money," he said "We're both high
"I hid the money from myself so I rollers.
"I might lose the money, but I'm
wouldn't spend it"
Vallerio said she had to wrestle hoping I'll be able to pay for the rest
with her conscience between spend- of my college tuition."
Joe Rallo, a sophomore in aviaing the money on herself or savi:1g
tion maMgement from South BelQit,
it
"There was this voice in the back said he is not getting enough money
of my head that said 'You made this back to spend it on anything inter•
money, you should save it' But I esting.
'Tm getting $9 back," he sai,J_ "If
had to use it." shi: said.
Tony Haymond, a junior in I don't treat my friends to
administration of justice from McDonald's, I'll probably spend it
Freeport, and his friend Marie Huse, on a 12-pack of beer."
When the check comes in the
a sophomore in recreation from
Milwaukee, said they decided to try mail, a person has a big decisio~ to
to double their tax return money at make, Gilliam said.
She said she was not upset with
the Riverboat Casino in Metropolis.
- Huse said he received a total of spending all ofher$500.
"I had·a lot of bills to pay wi~1 ,
$220 from both state and federal
that money," roe said. "I only used ,
governments.. ·
He said he will not be too con- what was left on myself. I think I
cerned if he loses all his money deserved it"

Qp_inion
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attracting Jackson
Some people have a natural gift for spurring action.
Jessie Jackson Sr. is one of those people. M.any of the pe_ople who were wise enough to recognize Jackson's visit as
an opportunity to see one of the nation's best public speakers left the speech with a little more sense of purpose.
We commend and thank the Black Affairs Council for
coordinating the effort to bring Jackson io SIUC.
l).espite being an unabashed liberal, many of Jackson's
messages and anecdotes go beyond political ideology. His
short perspective on the Rodney King beating and the subsequent riots, for instance, spotlighted the racial unity in
what has generally been perceived as an incident that
caused racial divisiveness. Jackson pointed out that
although Kings beating came at the hands of bigoted,white
police officers, the person videotaping the injustice and
making it known to the entire nation was a white man.
Jackson then noted that the people who nearly beat
Reginald Denny to death duri11g the Los Angeles Riots and
the people who helped the injured man were all black.
The point? There are good and bad people of all races.
Perhaps the most stirring part of Jackson's speech was
his plea for people to vote. Jackson said it was sad to see
the complacent descendants of oppressed people not exercising their voting rights when their ancestors spent their
lives waiting and fighting for the day when such rights
would be rmnted.
We may have seen some of the effect,; of Jackson's
speech in yesterday's Undergraduate Student government
election.
Election officials had to make a special trip to a copy
store to create more ballots because more students showed
up to vutc than anticipated. Even m,,rc encoumging is the
fact that this trip was made more than four hours before the
polls closed.
We hope groups like BAC will continue to attract visits
from esteemed people such as the Jackson.

IT helps stop those
who hog Internet
Thanks to SIUC's Information Technology. using the
University's Internet server will soon become a little more
fair and easy. Next Sunday, a four-hour time limit will be
placed on connections to the server.
When a person is disconnected because of the time limit.
h~ or she will have to wait 15 minutes to recon~ect to the
server.
The purpose of this plan is to prevent people from staying
online for long periods of time while other people spend
hours waiting for an open connection to the server.
We admire the simple logic of the plan: Force people to
share SIUC's limited Internet access.
For those who feel they need Internet sessions longer than
four hours, we recommend buying service from a private
company. After all, the entire student body should not have
it,; lnv;met service weakened just because a small group of
people believe they need excessively long sessions.
Tne recent installation of 76 modems that have half-hour
time limits also will help SIUC's Internet users. Now peoplt> who only need to check their e-mail can do so without
waiting for people who are doing hours of term paper
research. The end result will be quicker access for short sessions.
·
It's encouraging :o see good ideas like these make it past
the concept stage and become realities. It shows IT is committed to fulfilling the student body's computing needs.
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Letters to the .Editor
Atheism, evolution
don't make science
Mer reading Ms. White's lcttcr in Wednesday's Daily Egyptian
I wa,; puzzled hy a few or la remarks. mt. although this may be a
minor point. I don't believe our nation's public schools arc ovcmm
with atheist tcacbcrs. The fact th.it a public htc;titution is required by
law to abstain from religious training docs not make ICadJCrS and
admini.c;tratcn athei.c;ts ( my mother, a schoolteacher, can breathe a
sigh of relieO.
White may be right that a1hcism is a religion. If so, then let someone's parents tctdt them this religion at home. The problem arises
when she equates atheism with evolution. Since the middle ages,
science h."l'i attempted to d.......aibe and explain our universe without
an appeal to some divine ca11~ agcnL The divine is a mauer or
faith. belief in what is Ull<,CCD. Science, a.,; White rightly poinL'i out.
is conccmcd with evidence. \Vb.it counts as eviclcncc for evolutionist arc such things as tlie fossil rcconl or lhe actual obscrvalion of
species adapting to changing environmental pressures. An ex:unplc
of this is the work being done by Peter Grant in the Galapagos
lslaJ¥ls. But you don't have to go to South America to.sec evolution
in action. Just ask any fanner in this area if the same insecticide Cll1
be tL'icd year after year in his or her fields. Unforturuuely it can't
because i1t'iCCls. like all animal,;, evolve to survive. The insects in the
field L"L'il year aren't the same genetically this year. Magic? Evolution
is the study of the what. how and why of such changes.
A scientist may believe, as many such as Darwin have. that God
h...c; created a wonderful ~ where new ~11cdcs are constantly
coming into existence and then dying off, but science does not need
the divine for its explanatory power. A scienti~t or teacher would
have to ignore the evidence for the muL"lbilily of species in order to
teach crc:ltioni.~m alongside evolution. Education is not about ignomnce.

Srott Bartlett
Graduate student. philosophy

Students adrift without moral moorings
L.a.'il week. the Daily Egyptian gave front page atten- · whlely.coll'iidcrcd a sacred institution, seems to he
tion to a Mwedding" of two lesbian SIU students which reduced to the level of a contract - something that i.~
wa.~ neither legally nor morally accepL"lble. In faire-.,;s haggled over, renegotiated and broken when cxpcdito your readers. may I ask: \'/hen wa.s tl1e la'it time tlic enL Tm.wing the institution of maniage has yielded 11~
DE ran a story about a monogamous hc~ual cou- such distinctions as holding the highest divorce rate in
ple who married and lived happily ever aftcr7 Docs the world.: The tacit approval of adultery in the media
such a story exist in Carbondale? You bet. in fact il and the culture has also taken its toll. Rcccnt surveys
exists within a few feet of cam(llJS!
show approximately one in three men admit infidelity.
This Sunday, two couples at University Baptist cclewhile same sex marriages arc shocking. ooultcry is no
bralc walding anniversaries totaling 117 years ofli~lllg
happily ever after. John and Eva Hancbrink mark their less problematic - or sinful! (See I Cor. 6.-9-10)
SIU siudcnts deserve to be able to read the whole
60th anniversary ruid Jim and Agnes Harbison their
57th. They offer a powerful testimony of the value of story about what marriage is about It is about time that
stories
like that of lhe Hancbrinks and lhe Harbcsons
faithful and fuUilling marriages that DE readers may
never get to read about These two couples who played make the front page. Their example or fidelity and hapby the rules - one man and one woman married for piness in marriage will be ~ g l y rare IDlkSS this
life - b.1vc found a lifetime of happiness and fulfiU- gcncralion of students regains its moral foundation.
mcnL How often do you read about that in the DE?
Same-sex marriages arc but one symptom of a gen- Jeffery Warren Scott
eration that has lost its moral moorings. Maniage, once Pastor, Unfrersity Baptist Clzurch
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People burdene·d by taxes
Thomas Jefferson once said. "I
place the economy among the first
and important vinues, and public
debt as the greatest of dangers. To
preserve our independence. we
must not let our rulers load us
with perpetual debt.
We must make our choice
between economy anci libeny. or
profusion and servitude. If we can
prevent the government from
wasting the labors of the people
under the pretense of caring for
them. they will be happy."
America's politicians often use
the founding father's words to
describe their point of view. So
the question must be asked:
Which party is carrying out
Jefferson's belief today?
•
It wasn · t long ago that the
nation heard of astounding poll
results saying that more than 80
percent of the American public
demanded personal fiscal responsibility from the Congress, and
that a balanced budget amendment
was imperative to solve this problem.
Of course. even
though it was defeated by one vote
in the Senate. the majority leader.
Bob Dole. has promised to bring it
up again at election to show the
public what each party stands for.
1n the meantime. some facts
remain that everyone seems to be
turning their attention away from.
While it is still possible that the
public supports a balanced budget
in theory, once the social network
is threatened, those who benefit
from such programs are the first to
protest. So the question remains:
Do the people receiving government entitlements realize what
they' re doing to this country?
To sum it up. even if the budget
is balanced in seven years, unless
funher drastic cuts are made, the
government will go bankrupt by
2010. That's if the budget is balanced in seven years. If it's not,
then the government will run dry
by 2005.
With all this at stake, it is hard
to believe that liberals, in particu-
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Jar, oppose z balanced budget
amendment.
This is all going to happen
because the baby boomers are
going to stan collecting, coupled
with the fact the budget for the last
few years has been rocketing off a
cliff. It is absolutely necessary that
consen•atives keep their posts.
They are taking the risk to help us
and our kids in the long run.
Too bad we don't have a pres·
idem who's willing to run against
the odds because he's worried
more about election than the
nation derailing.
It's time for people to stop
making military spending an issue
and realize that maybe government handouts have something to
do with the deficit and debt.
Right now, it would cost each
person $19. 700 to pay off the
debt. Of course. that was last
week. It is no doubt more this
week.
When the baby boomers start
collecting. younger generations
will have to pay 84 percent of
their income to support federal
spending, plus come up with
another S 187,000 to pay off the
interest on the debt. This is an
unrealistic amount to rs,•.~ct our
kids lo come up with!
The average person '--,tently
contributes 49 cents of every dollar to government spending. The
upper class predominantly ends up
paying around 70 cents.
The tax burden must be lifted
and a balanced budget amendment
established. It needs congressmen
with the ability to make the tough
choices and to make the right

·
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choices. It needs a tough leader to
enact this legislation.
The president's first budget left
a deficit of $400 billion in 2004.
His IO-year budget left deficits
rocketing to $200 billion iri 2006!
His seven-year plan leaves a $97
billion deficit in 2002, and most of
his so-called cuts come in the last
three years. Or the first three years
of a would-be President Gore.
Let's hope not.
We can either lift the tax burden on our kids now, or ,vatch the
best nation on the eanh go into
another slump. And this time the
government won't be able to solve
the problem by throwing money at
it because the government won't
have a dime left in the Treasury.
The conservatives' plan of
slowing spending is really m9derate when the fact remains that
even deeper cuts will have to be
made to truly save this nation
from economic chaos.
America's market is created
from the people, not the government As Ronald Reagan said in
1981, "Only when the human spirit is allowed to invent and create,
only when individuals are given a
personal stake in deciding economic policies and benefiting
from their success • only then can
societies remain economically
alive. Trust the people. this is the
irrefutable lesson of the entire
postwar period. contradicting the
notion that rigid government controls are essential to economic
development."
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~Southern Illinois Universi:y

A Sp~ngConc_~, :·
Friday, April 19,1996, 8:00pm
Shryock Auditorium
General Public $6, Children 12 & Under $3
lld.m•v>ilabkat lheSludffllc:.nt.rllcbtOflla, and at ~.. door.

Asian American Awareness Month

cYizste of__A_sia
<I)inner <;Buffet
Saturday. April 27. 1996. from 6·9pm
at Newman Catholic Center (715 S. Washington)

Buffet Includes:
y¼(afai_'Sian str[c (Jiicfccn Cur7
Qiicl:tn with potato.,, In cony sauce

']Jokum ']Jap
whit<: rice Mth Kim Chi

Cf,ofar
IJJlrl>Bnzo t,ean aish Mth sauce and spices

Mark Rahm/ow is an SJUC soplwmore majoring in political science
and journalism.

:E::!t!:t!a
(()c9cta6fc Cur7
Tofu BM ~eta~ In cur,y !>BUce

..4[u 9Qittar
f'oUlto.,,. i""'"- tomatoes BM r;;Jrry spices
lndian~~~l>reaa

<Jlummos -witfr fjjilfrini
Mashed ch<:k pea!l. Tahii;J and !lpice5 topp<J Mth olive o~

.

6Ja66oufcfr

appetizer ccnsi5U11!! of ch"l'!'o.:l p~. crackul Mlea., tcmatoe5, oniOn,>, lemon
Julee. <>pice" sna olive o11

(()c9ctaf,fc c;Frial CJ?.!._cc
Fried rice mb<e.a with vegeta!>l05

... ana mucfr more
c.atering Provided by Yan Jing, Just Asia. Alcazar, and China House
1'kkts are $5.00. Cal be ]mimed fian th SlJ'llcr,d Camr. Amtm amoonl d lickets i.ill
besoldatlhcdooc Firm:reinfoonatmco.1'xtSlmnaat529-3213aAmbarat457•7396.

Calendar
• TODAY

ACM, WITH GUEST VICKIE
Oliver from Career Senices, 7 p.m..
Fancr Hall Room 1326. Contact:
FrJJICl!oCO, 687-]624.
AMERICAN
MARKETING
Association, Guest Speaker, 7 p.m ..
Lawson Hall Room 121. Contact:
Jill. 453-5254.

SIUC GEOLOGY CLUB, 5 p.m..
Parkinson Lab Room 10 l. Contact:
Ted.351-4145.

LACROSSE CLUB PRACTICE, 4-6
p.m .. Sam Rinella Field. Contact:
Lance. 351-1950.

BLACK AFFAIRS COUNCIL,
Communications Committee. 5 p.m.,
BAC Office. Contact: Talit.a, 4532534.

Bill. 684-3479.

Caucus. Contact: Connie, 453-4530.

SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT
of Management. 5 p.m.. Rehn Hall
Room 108. Contact: Vent. 893-2504.

for future activities. Contact: Jose,
529-4929.

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN

LIBRARY SEMINAR SERIES,

Fellowship. Bible Exposition Singing
and Prayer, 7 p.m., Student Center
Mississippi Room. Contact: Tricia,
529-7170.

Advanced HTML Publishing, 2-3
p.m., Morris Library Room l03 D.
Contact: Undergraduate Desk. 4532818.

Events
SLIDE SHOW: THE STATE OF the
People and Environment in Chiapas
Mexico, by Activist Steve
Christianson, 7 p.m .• Interfaith
Center, sponsored by Student
Environmental Center. Contact:
Cathleen, 549-7387.

RENAISSANCE PHILOSOPHY
discussion and lecture piescnted by
Dr. ldit Dobbs-Weinstein," 7 p.m.,
Lesar Law Building Room iOS,
sponsored by Graduate Philosophy
Union. Cont:ict: Jim. 453-7446.

SIUC RIDING CLUB, 7 p.m..

SELF-ESTEEM WORKSHOP,

Srnden• Center Thebes Room.
Conract David. 351-1964.

MChange Your Mind/Change Your
Life," 5-6 p.m .• Trueblood Hall
Room 106. Contact: SHP-Wellness
Center. 536-4441.

SIUC'S MEN'S SOCCER Club
Practice. 5 p.m .. Stebr field. Contnct:
S(,,tt. 453-MW..
PSI CHI, i P.M., Student Center
Coninti, and Troy Rooms. Contact:

PUERTO RICO ASSOCIATION,

olor Guard
'fflfjOU'fS!
April 21, 1996 ·

ANNUAL FL YING DRIVE in
Breakfast, Plus Young Eagles
Airplane Rides ages_S-18, 7 a.m.;
Carbondale Airport. sponsored by
Ex~rimental Aircraft Association
ClJapte1' 277. Contact Wayman; 5293737;
/
SLIDE PRESENTATION: Holocaust
Educaiion Through Art, by Ken
Segan, 7 p.m., University Museum
Auditorium, sponsored by Hillel
Foundation for Jewish ~pus 1.ife.
Contact: Betsy, 549-7387;

•
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PANEL DISCUSSION ON
Campus Wide Safety Survey Update,
I 2 p.m., S•udent Center Thebes
Room, sponsored by ~C Women's
~

the band office,

'
at 453-2776

or J.J. conn.at35.H.45.8
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G PSC seeks to become
more accessible to students
By Lori D. Clark
DE Assislanl Poli1ics Editor

... We want
to empower
graduate students
to network
with each other
outside their
departments."

#
Informing graduate students
about services oITcrcd to lhcm will
help them get bcuer acquainted
with the University, Graduate and
Professional Student Council
members say.
.
H. Paul LeBlanc III, a GPSC
representative,
said
at
Wednc.~y·s GPSC meeting that
the Graduate Orientation Task
Force Committee would help
familiariz.c graduate students with
the campus and campus issues.
He said the committee, which
formed in January, would go
beyond the orientation off~ by
the Graduate School and other
University departments by providing more detailed information
about services provided.
LcBlanc said he wants GPSC to
be more service-oriented.
MWe want to have a ccntrali7.cd
location for infonnation on various
offices.·· he said.
MMost students would like to
have one central location."
LcBlanc said GPSC would serve
a.~ the central location for information by providing brochures and
information about departments
such as the Ombudsman office,
Student Affairs and Student Legal
Services.

H. Paul LeBlanc Ill
GPSC representative
He said the committee hopes to
have a two-hour session after Labo:
Day for graduate students.

The session would introduce
GPSC and the services lhc group
~vides to new graluatc school students.
Also, various offices such as the
Ombudsman, Human Resources
and the library would he able to
provide infonnatioo to the graduate students.
LcBlanc said the committee also
wanted to serve SIUC graduate
students in other ways.
Also through this p = , we
want to empower graduate students to network with each other
outside their departments," he said.
M

"We want to provide some kind
of peer-mentoring network where
students can meet other swdcnts."
LcBlanc said most campus
departments were In agreement
with the committee and its purpose.
Mark Terry, GPSC vice president of Gradua1e School Affairs.
said hcwrui ple:&'.d with the recent
task force creation and the plan for
information dispersal.
~1 sec a valid need for an additional type of orientation," he said.
Also, GPSC passed an affinnative action resolution asking the
council to make an effort to consider issues of equality and diversity when deciding policies.
The resolution was passed after
University constituency groups
were a,;kcd to consider the :iffirmative action issue and how it
affects issues and policies the
groups address.
The council also approved the
Mass Transit Committee pt.tting
advertisements on the Saluki
Express buses.
The advcniscmcnts would be
placed in three loc:uions. curbside,
strcctside and the back of the bus.
The COllllcil also passcd thc buying of a printer, scanner and software for the GPSC office.
The next GPSC meeting will be
at 7 p.m. May I in the Student
Center Mis.~issippi Room.

Menendez brothers spared from chair
The Wa~hington Posl

LOS ANGELES-A jury
spared Erik and Lyle Menendez
from the death penalty Thursday
and recommended that the brothcn; be sclllenccd to life in prison
without parole for the shooting
deaths of their wealthy parents in
1989.
Dressed in shirts and tics. the
Menendez brothers hugged their
lawyers as the court clerk read
"life in prison without p.,role" for
a fourth timc--two counL~ for each
brother. And a sigh of relief arose
from the section of the Van Nuys
courtroom where their fam\ly

Gunman storms
complex, injures
3 people in area
lo,; Angeles Times

LOS ANGELES-A former
employee stormed into a Hughes
Electronics complex Wednesday
morning, shooting three pcoploscrioosly wounding one-and taking a hostage bcfac rum:nlcring to
police in a Jm(ing lot.
After an hourlong siege at the
complex in nearby El Segundo,
Walter Waddy, 62, a 16-year
Hughes emplo)-cc. wa~ booked oo
suspicion of ~ munlcr and
held without bail at Los Angeles
Coonty-USC Medical Center's jail
ward. eootplaining of reek fXlU1S.
He arrived at thc S(r.lWling suburban operation about 9:10 a.m.
Wednesday ood parla:d in aresavcd
slot, intent on talking to someone
aboot "bis lx:ncfits," IIUlhaitics said.
When an unarmed security guard
out•.:..ic the two-stay building that
houses Hughes Space and
Communicatioos Co. omces challenged him for parking there,
Waddy pulled a 38<alibcr snuboo:.cd revolver and shot the guanJ in
the chest. acaming to autlmtics.

members were seated.
Judge Stanley Weisberg will
hold a bearing July 2 to pronounce
a definitive sentence, but he cannot
change the jury's decision on the
death penalty. The defense is
expected to request a new trial
then. 100.

Gat:jfi~

Election
issues.
V-mgrcn said he was excited to
win the .vice presidential sloL He
said be felt the entire Students Fust
Pany put out a great effort dwing
the campaign.
"All the Students First satators
showed a lot of enthusiasm," he
said.
"We began heavy campaigning
by talking with the Sluder.ts a week
before the election, anci I think
that's what really helped us win
because the students knew who we
arc and where we stand."
Pfeiffer said he is happy fer Alim
and believes rilat he will do a good
job a<i USG prcsidenL
"The election Wll$ a good time
and learning cxpcricncc fer me," he
said.
"I run sure that Troy (Alim) will
try and do the best job in hi.~ new
position."
However, Irby said he was upset
wilh the election outcome.
"I believe the student body was
lied to and manipulated," he said.
"Wait until next year, and you'll
sec the in>blans created."
hby did notcllabaatc on why he
thought the SIJJdcnts FltSl Party had
misled student votas.
:tbe student trustre election outcome was not as controversial.
Each candidate embraced each
other when the final results were
announced.

Students FtrSt student trustee
candidate Eric Bouom beat independent opponent Najjar Abdul-

or

men and women found Erik and
Lyle Menendez guilty of killing
their ·parents, Jose and Kitty
Menendez in the living room of
their Beverly Hills mansion.

dent body was lied
to and
~pulated.
Wait till next
year, and
you'll see the
problems created. 11
~obert Irby
USG vice presidential
amdidnte

Musawwir 1,255 to 761.
The student trustee works with
student organizations, such as
USG, and represents the student
body at the monthly SIU Board of
Trustees meetings.
Bottom said he looks forwanl
to serving the students next year
on the SnJ board.
Abdul-Musawwir said Bouom
ran a good race and will serve the
student body well next year.
"I ant confident that next year
Eric and I will wort well together
on the issues and disagree upon
some of them and agree on
some," he said.
"h was a well run campaign.
and I know he'll do a good job."
Other USG election results
were not available at press time.

Pinch Penny
Pub

The jury deliberated for three
days before roming to its decision.
On March 20, tile same group
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Girls in trouble: America's

Grants

overlooked crime problem

amtim1ed from page 3

Los Angeles Timcs

She is a California golden girl,
swimsuit-model slendrr and
s,1prcmely self-assured. Her eyes
arc the icy blue of a mountain lake
on a cool, cloudless day. Her hair is
tawny. pulled back with a
scrunchic in the haphazard high
fmJ1ion of adolescence. Penny is 16
and doing time for murder, 25
years 10 life.
The victim was 15, another runaway. a girl from Klamath Falls..
Ore. Polire say Penny was asleep
when they came to arrest her in the
burned-out San Fnmcisco church
she and the victim shared with
uther vag.rJ11L~. On the wall above
her was a splash of graffiti:
·111<:rc · s nolhing like senseless violenci- 10 !.nap you out of a dcpr.!ssion...
Penny insists the teen-ager wanted to die. She says that by h::lping
to strangle the girl, she participated
in an act of assisted suicide.
Her conviction is on appeal,
leaving Penny to shake her bead
mutely when asked about what
ltlppcned.
Penny is a wimcss in the forth:onrlng trial of an adult male who
is charged in the killing. and so is
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barred from discussing details of
the crime.
Killers. like Penny, arc the

exceptions.
Most of the growing number of
girls who find their way into ajuver;.i ic. ustice system that is ill:::;::,ppccl to deal with them are
busted for less flamboyant offenses.
Assault and/or battery is i.'lcrcas•
ingly popular among young girls:
so is shoplifting, petty theft or robbery; also, myriad infractions
involving aulomobiles. stolen or
otherwise.
Nationally. most girls in the I010 18-year-old range arc still
brought in on so-called status
offenses, transgressions peculiar to
their age group - and. many
experts argue, to tl1cir gender as
well. Running away from home is
a statuS offense. as 3fl." incorrigibility and some forms of ~xual licentiousness.
"In the last Ii ve years.. there· s a
definile change, yes," said Barry
Nidorf, chief probation officer for
Los Angeles County.
"l f s the seriousness" of offenscs
that brings girls into the system,
"not just the nwnbers" lhal is note•
worthy, Nidorfrcmarkcd.
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Tom Redmond
Director of

Development Services
lance of the application include the
condition of the home, sire of family and the total amount of income
in the home.
He also said the applicant has to
be the home owner.

CHI ALPHA PRESENTS~
SPECIAL GUEST SPEAKER.
ARTHUR HOLLANDS

=i~~~=~EJiliri :_::"~~==·an
as-w:~~~~
slandanls each year, and the person
may qualify next year.~
Monty said anyone who wishes
to apply fora 1997 grant must tum
in an application before May 31. He
said after May 31 the city is expectcd to begin inspecting and choos•
ing approximately 20 homes for·
remodeling projects.
Monty said the teims for acccp-
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Monty said priority will be given
to elderly and disabled applicants
and anyone. who has occupied the
homeformorelhanthrccycars.
Louise Miller, of Carbondale,
was one of 18 people who had their
northeast side homes remodeled
with a grantforthe 1996 fiscal year.
Miller said her home is a brand
new home on the same frame that
was built in 1947 when she moved
in.
Barbara Scott. of Carbondale,
was another who had her home
remodeled with the 1996 granL She
said she wa,; unable to make the
simple repairs, such as insulation or
painting, and the house began IO fall
apart.

#-,An.yone who
.
wants to
TT
can.

apply

Edgar also gave $50,000 to the
program from lhc lllinois Housing
Development Authority, which is
funded by the Illinois Affordable
Housing Trust Fund.
Tom Redmond, director of
C"Ibondale's develOJK11Cllt services.
said the state and the city have limited the selections of homes in
Carbondale to be remodeled for this
year on the northeast side becwse
most homes need rehabilitation.
But be said people of Olhcr area~
of the city are cnrouragcd to apply
for a grant for next year.
Monty said the city is now
reviewing applications for the
grants.
He said those who applied and
were denied last year will be sent a
newapplicationinthemail.
"Anyone who wants to apply
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Security at federal facilities diminished
Ncwsday

WASHINGTON-Despite
presidential proclamations and
pledges of increased funding, the
agency responsible for protecting
federal facilities has experienced a
shrinkage in the si7£ of its work
force in- the year since a terrorist
bomb destroyed a federal building
in downtown Oklahoma City.
Statistics on employment at the
Federal Protective Service where the number of full-time
workers has declined from 1,039
just before the bombing last April
19 to 998 now - suggest how the
mud1-ballyhoocd effon to bolster
security at federal buildings has
fallen short of its goals in the past
year.

Collision with
vehicle leaves

bicyclist hurt
l' Kendra Helmer
Daily Egyptian Reporter

A bicyclist was in satisfactory
oondition after a vehide struck him
shortly before noon Wednesday
near tile Communications Building,
University Police say.
Brian Green, a senior in cinema
and photography from Murphysboro, was struck by a car as he rode
through IJ1e crosswalk on Lincoln
Drive.
The driver of l1lc vehicle, Roy K.
Werner. a graduate student in
microbiology from Springfield, was
issued a citation for improper overtaking on the right
~wemer bit the bicyclist after be
passed a car on the right that had
stopped at the crosswalk for the
hicyclist." SgL Frank Eovaldi said.
Green was taken to Memorial
Hospital of Carbondale. A hospital
representative said Green was
under observation and probably
would not require hospitalization.
Campus polio: rcponcd six accidents involving bicyclists and cars
in 1995. Wednesday's accident was
!he fourth this year.

Bosnian survivors
fear relatives will
never be identified
The Washington Post

TIJZLA, Bosnia: Herzegovina-While investigators study bones
collected from mass graves in eastern Bosnia in an effort to fix blame
for atrocities. relatives of thousands
of missing Mu-··m civilians are
growing worrieo that the dead will
ncvcx be identified.
TI1e search for justice and the
search for the missing may seem
parallel, but there arc conflicts
between the two chores.
TI1e U.N. war crimes tribunal in
The Hague has asked the
International Com-mittee of the
Red Cross for information it posses.res on ~ of civilians and
unanned captive soldiers. The Red
Cross refused on grounds that in
order to collect testimony from witnesses and even perpetrators it must
guarantee confidentiality, Red
Cross officials said.
The Hague tribunal is cager to
excavate mas.s graves in Bosnia to
build cases against v,ar crimes suspects. Identification of l1lc missing
is a low priority for iovcstigatora.
The Red Cross f~ losing access
to remains. For relatives, identification of the remains is the only
sure means for knowing the fate of
their missing kin.

Soon after the bombing, the
FPS' parent General Services
Administration announced that
500 new unifonned security officers would be hired.
But to date only about 25 actnally have gone on duty, a number
more than offset by 40 guards who
cashed in on a government-wide
buyout offer intended to slim
down the federal work force by
extending bonuses of as much as
$25,000 to those who retire or
resign. said GSA spokesman Hap
Connors.
Connors said the agency now is
"in the process of selecting" 150
new federal security officers and
has increased, from 2,200 to
3,000, the number of ~contract
guards" provided by private ccm-

panics for duty at federal buildings.
As the first anniversary of the
worst-ever domestic terrorist
attack approached, acting GSA
Administrator David Barram said
federal buildings are more secure
than ever before because or steps
initiated by President Clinton the
day after l1lc bombing.
Clinton, speaking even as a
dusty, smoky haze was drifting
from the mammoth pile of rubble
in downtown Oklahoma City last
A?ril 20, promised that government agencies would take "every
precaution to reassure and protect
people who work in or live near
other federal facilities."
And even before bodies of all
168 people killed by l1lc powerful

explosion were recovered,
Auorncy General Janet Reno convened a multiagency task force to
assess security at federal buildings
and recommend "sensible precautions" to protect against such
attacks. Since IJlcn:
• Little seems to have hccn done
to implement 52 new minimum
security standards for federal
buildings that were recommended
last June after a Justice
Department assessment, in part
because of the government's current cash squeeze and in part
because of wrangling among
bureaucrats.
• The GSA bas spent barely onetenth of the SI billion that officials
estimated in June as the likely cost
of implementing the new stan-

dards at the 6,600 federal facilities
it controls. The GSA says the
money it has spent bad been
"reprogrammed" and must now be
replll!=cd by new money voted by

Congress.

•

The GSA has flatly refused to
implement a key recommendation
of the Justice Department study:
that polymer film be applied 10
windows of all federal buildings to
reduce the danger of flying gla-.~
from panes shattered in a blast
The GSA still is sorting through
more than 8,500 countermeasures
recommended by 7,000 separate
committees, one for each of the
largest federal buildings, an exercise one congressional staffer
callcd."the ultimate in bureaucratic paper shuffling."
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Russian uranium hits_- the:--b.lack mar1ket
The Washington Post

MOSCOW-In a prank, a
couple of teenagers recently
climbed through the unlocked
window of a Moscow research
institute and frolicked through a
laboratory holding enriched uranium, without setting off any
alarms, according lo a
resea·rcher who read a secret
report on the incidenL
In another facility with
radioactive material, the alarms
did not wMk at all - because
the electricity was turned off
after U1e bill went unp2.id.
In Lithuania in February, an
armed gang of seven was arrested and 220 pounds of uranium
seized.
In Kazakhstan, police last
December slopped a car in
which they found aboul nine
pounds of uranium.
In the Urals, Russian security
services recovered four 198pound containers of radioactive
cesium and arrested four men on
suspicion of stealing them from
an industrial planL
A similar container was planted in a Moscow park by
Chechen separatists in a highprofile warning to Russian
authorities that they would not
hesitate to terrorize the capital.
These arc just a few examples
of iJnguarded, stolen and missing nuclear materials that have
hecome a frightening yet still
largely hidden byproduct of the
collapse of the Soviet Union.
Today. Russia is a giant. unstahle nuclear heap, with hundreds
of facilities harboring at least
2"'1. tons of plutonium and 800

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - "The:JiiJ:it~:;·t~at stand~
II
between us-arid another nuclear
The summit leaders would be better served by having a prayer
accidcnus tli_e'grace of God."
breakfast. The only thing that stands between us and another
Cochran faulted the Western
II
leaders for being unwilling to
nuclear accident is the grace of God.
shoulder additional costs of
nuclear safetyaniJ·security.
is.a.lack of imaginaTlwmas B. Ox:hran
tioriJn:,~~~-~~m
?overnmen_ts,
Natural Resources Defense Council
and a lac'k?of,:Wdl,H he said,
adding tha( Russia's election
season! rlsing:iiaiionalism and
to 1,200 tons of highly enriched be a showcase of his support by· Clinton and German'Chanceilor resistance;rroiiiiihe'Mlnistry or
uranium spread across thou- the leaders of tlie _richest Helmut Kohl, are ccmuniuert to ~~~fu~cE~M11.is11ts~~~;
Western countries amid his backing Yeltsin's candidacy for
sands of miles.
Although there has yet to be a uphill campaign for reelection in a second terir~-they do· not want to improviog:-nuclearsafety.
"In an election:year-in Russia,
serious act of nuclear terrorism, June against Corinnimist Party to embarrass him with intrusive
in which ati'j.be"'pru.ticipants arc
·
and many cases have not leader Gennady Zyuganov. or unplcac;ari~ questions.
As a result~_according to attempting to help a fellow
involved enough fissile material Yeltsin invited the leaders to
to make a bomb, Western spe- Moscow last year in hopes of . Russian and u;s'. officials who struggling foi: his life when the
cialists say that Russia has only demonstrating before the ·elec- have participated in: summit apparent alternative is a
begun to secure these far-flung tion that the Group of Seven preparations, the meeting ·will Communist, there wilLbeJess
facilities against theft. accident largest industrial democracies produce communiques; but little truth told than usual/': said
would become a Group of Eight in.the :way _of concrete action on Graham T. Aliisoil, director of
and sabotage.
the 'dual agenda of atomic reac- the Center ;for Science .and
This week, the highest-level with Russia at the table.
Thus, Yeltsin has little inter- tor safety and controlling the Internationaf .Affairs\ :al
meeting ever lo take place
Harvard's~John F. Kennedy around the problems of nuclear est in allowing the Western spread of nuclear materials.
c:-- • -' -·"The summit leaders would be School.
material security and nuclear leaders to poke into Russia's
"T~e:summit "is:n()t:,gqiiigto
power safety is to convene in nuclear junkyards or highlight better served by having a prayer
Moscow, with participants to its atomic power plant vulnera- breakfast," said Thomas B. be pointing to the pri)),leins and
Cochran, director of the nuclear failings of the part,i~ gathered
include President Clinton, the bilities.
And since most of the program of the Natural and the guy they are trying to
heads of the other leading
•
Western industrial democracies Western leaders, especially Resources Defense Council. help."
and Russian President Boris
Yeltsin.
Despite the obvious symbolism of the summit meeting
Ask About The
being held a decade after the
Meineke- Credit Card
Chernobyl nuclear power plant
disaster, however, many diplomats, nuclear specialists and
critics say the event has more to
do with reelection campaigns
than with reining in runaway
nuclear materials.
For Yeltsin, the summit
tableau apparently is intended to
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'Aladdin' to grant Shryockone· ~hciw
By Travis Akin
Daily Egyptian Reporter
While a street urchin who finds a
genie living in a lamj> and then
manies a princess may not happen
in everyday life, it does make a
good fairy tale. The tale of Aladdin
has been told many times, but when
"Aladdin and his Magic Lamp"
comes to Shryock Auditorium, the
magic of Broadway 11.ill be united
with the enchantment of fairy
.__...,=
tales.
"Aladdin and his _ ~
Magic Lamp" , ... '
will be presented at .-,
3 p.m. Saturday at Shryock
Auditorium.
When Aladdin leaves home to
seek his fortune. he finds more than
he expected. He discovers an old
rusty lamp that seems to have
little use. but to his sutprise,
it is the home of a genie.
With the genie's help,
Aladdin gets his fortune
and a beautiful princess to
share it wilh him.
"Aladdin and his Magic
Lamp" is based on the
.. Arabian Night~." The show fearures an original musical composition by Robin Frederick and lyrics
written by Don Kersey.
"Aladdin and his Magic Lamp"
is part of !he Broadway for Kids, a
production of the American Family

Theater. The AFf is the oldest and
largest family theater company in
!he country. It is 25-years-old and
plays to
than 3.5 million people a year. With 13 touring shows.
the AFf travels all over America
and even has trnm;
in India

more

"Children.are very sophisticated
and have high expectations," she
said. "Our goal is to fulfill.those
expectations and to introduce theater to young audiences which will
build up future audiences."
Jonathan Baldwin, who
t<,~"\ plays Aladdin, said children know when an adult

.••..~·\

nJ;j
:J;

Adrienne Crane. the president of
AfT, said the productions do not
talk down to the children. The goal
is to enchant the kids with the
magic of live theater and the lhrill
of seeing their storybook heroes in
real life, she said.

is treating them like a child. He said
he tries to be realistic in answering
their questions. Children are
smarter than most adults give them
credit for, he said
After each show the actors come
out into the audience and meet the

!i]LOCAL
Andy Gerzel. the guitarist and
singer for The Alright Blues
. Band. said the band's April 18 gig
at Pinch Penny Pub will be
released as a CD in early-or-mid
summer. or the l:>and may wait
until August for release. Hopefully
in June, maybe July," Gerzel said.
The reason the band canceled the
Hangar 9 recording session on
April 12, is because the horn section of Chad Minier (trumpet) and
Larry E. Robinson (trombone) had
10 participate in an SIU Wind
Ensemble tour to recruit high
school musicians.

children and their families, Crane
'iaid. Childr>-..n are so used to cartoons and video games that when
they see real people playing character.; they are familiar with, it is a
special thing, she said. By meeting
the actors, it allows the children to
see that they are indeed real and the
experience makes it all the more
exciting for the kids, Crane said.
Baldwin said he enjoys
meeting the children
after the show.
"I look at it as
part of the show and it
~ is a l<?f o\,fun for !he
..'j} , ..~,:,
ktds. he said.
-~
- ·,,.,,, 'They kind of
~ boost you're
"·~ego."
The show is
different from most
children's shows in
that it has a huge
set,
Baldwin
said. ·The set
has a large
palace decorated with
jewels and
a huge lamp
that opens up
when the genie comes out, he
said.
"Aladdin" will be performed
at 3 p.m. Saturday at Shryock
Auditorium. Tickets are $13.50
with a $4 discount for children
12 and under.

9~RIEF

LOOI<

Harrisburg for an August release.

!!iJ NATIONAL

Southeastern Illinois College
will
host "A Mother's Day Card In
Harmony" on May 4. The

Sonic.Youth will cover the

Harrisburg Chapter of the
Barbershop Harmony Society
quartets will team up with the

Shawneehllls Chorus, directed
by John Mulkin, for the show.
They will be joined by Jazz
Central, a women's quartet from
the St. Louis area, and Vocal
Ease, a quartet out of Ptampaign-

The SIUC Jazz Ensemble
Number One will be recording a
tape at Blue Earth Studios in . Urbana.

"Simpsons" theme to accompany
the
season
finale,
"Homerpalooza." The episode,
which airs May 19, will include
characterizations of Smashing
Pumpkins, Cypress Hill and
Peter
Frampton
at
"Hullabalooza," where Homer
defends himself from Bart and
Lisa's criticism of his love for
Grand Funk Railroad and
Electric Light Orchestra. This

The Afghan Whigs -

"Black Love"
· (Elektra)
It seems like somebody had the
lovely idea of resurrecting the
1970s, a decade whose few diamonds shine brightly through the
haze of a culture too dim to laugh at
its own ridiculous self. Bellbottoms,
disco - relics that should have
been left in their moldy graves of
thrift-store back racks and cut-out
record bins have smfaced like the
undead to attack modem culture by
sending it into a polyester-dad tail-

spin.
Cincinnati's Afghan Whigs
dredge up the horrid decade on
"Black Love," but the group recalls
the better aspects of the period.
Echoes of Isaac Hayes' soul mix:
with the Knack's rock to form a
candy-striped amalgamation that
contrasts well with singer Greg
Dulli's gloomy lyrics and haunting
voice.
Dulli's lyrics are more of a
release - a .-,urifying process than a love poem to the pretty girl
nex:tdoor.
At the beginning of the first s~1g.
..Crime Scene Part One," the clouds
roll in and the sunshine disappears
as screeching train brakes squeal
over a single doleful organ note.
Enter Dulli: ''Tonight, tonight I say
goodbye/fa everyone who loves

puts Sonic Youth in company
with Tito Puente, the only other
musical act to replicate the Danny
Elfman original.

~CD RELEASES
Already in April:

The Beastie Boys - "The In
Sound From Way Out"
The
Geto
Boys
"Resurrection"
Cracker- 'The Golden Age"
Dada- "El Subliminoso"

me."
"My Enemy" takes one back to
tbe late '70s. Complete with tbe requisite guitar solos. this could have
been yanked off either a Cheap
Trick album or an MTV band--0fthe-moment CD. Thls song clearly
shows tbe parallels between threechord rock of 20 years ago and the
three-chord rock that is modem
"alternative" music.
Save for Dulli's voice, "Blame,
Etc." could be placed on a "blax:ploitation" film soundtrack, and
nobody would notice. All the ingredieilts are there, from the wah-wah
guitar and organ to the funky drumbeat. To a lesser extent, "Going To
Town" is the same.
While
Afghan Whigs can
. funk things up with the best of
:, them._tht. paiJd 11as·a propensity for

MC Eibt - "Death Threatz"
MC Ren - "The Villain in
Black"

Stereo lab -

"Emperor

Tomato Ketchup"

Screamin' Cheetah Wheelies
-"Magnolia"

SIUC celebrates 30 years of fine ads
By Travis Akin
Daily Egyptian Reporter
Through the years at Shryock
Auditorium, stars such as Pat
Carroll, Cloris Leachman, Woody
Herman and B.B. King have
appeared as part of the Celebrity
Series.
This year. the series celebrates 30
years of presenting the fine arts to
the Carbondale area.
The Celebrity Series began in
I 966 when Richard Paul Hibbs,
coordinator of special programs at
SIUC, thought Southern Illinois
needed a venue for the fine arts.
From 1966 to 1969, the Celebrity
Series took place at Shryock
Auditorium and in 1969 and 1970,
the shows were performed at the
University Theater. which later
her :me McLeod Theater. In the
spring of 1971, Shryock reopened
after the building was remodeled,
and it has been the site of the series
ever since.

The recipe for the Celebrity
Series in any given season is two or
three Broadway musicals, a play, a
ballet, a modem daw..c and either
chamber music or an orchestra,

Robert
Cerchio,
Shryock
Auditorium's director, said. It also
includes a music event or an international ensemble. he said.

The
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croons, softly, his yoice dripping
soul: "The light/ has
(:_:-gone/My love has gone/The.good
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Judith O'Connor, assistant director of Shryock Auditorium, said the
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Stiller, Arquette 'flirt'
with absurd comedy
l'-J:i"bNiGHT
Booby's Beergarden Johnny Z and the Outsiders
Hangar 9 - Organic Rain
Pinch Penny Pub - Alright
Blues Band (live recording)
Ires Hombres - Springfield
Shaky

Kara Shanks (student piano
recital) evening

~~ATURDAY·
Booby's 8eergarden - Blue
Rhinos

Hangar 9 - Meat 'n' Onions
w/Lit

~FRIDAY
Booby's Beergarden - B.
D011glas and the Jones Boys

Cousin Andy's Coffehouse -

Melange - Natives
Pinch Penny Pub - Eire
Vibrations
Bubba LeRoy Skillet
Stage Co. - Tribute (live theater)

PK's -

James Durst
Hangar 9 - St.Stephen's
Blues

Old Baptist Foundation
Recital Hall - Saluki Suzuki

Pinch Penny Pub -

piano recital (matinee)

Nighthawk
PK's - Bubba LeRoy Skillet
and the Frydaddys
Salukis/Holiday Inn - Alright
Blues Band
Stage Co. - Tribute (live theater)

Old Baptist Recital Hall Carissa Derezotes/Stanley
Willis (joint junior oboe/flute
recital) matinee

Shryock Auditorium Alladin (live theater)

~SUNDAY
Pinch Penny Pub-Mercy
Stage Co. - Tribute (live theater) matinee

;o~'.in

Thi;;!fl~d ~lenda;is~.list ofliveiventsgoi~g
&fl?ondlie.:
/-iTa ~ in~f~ctea, pl~f~,fng~i}q~'.deiai!!Tigtlfg_'eyenf1iftlji}:\,-'
"-DE
newsiuom,-Comm.i1247,
SIUG.rSubrriission.deadlirie.is-Tuesday.
,.._-...
,:.( · ·:•.-~~~:·:.~_:,..:.~-¥..!:·. ~
~ , :..u~:~r.~51~~~~~:~:": .. i;.;;~-~,,l~/:~:.,;=~~!t~,...,:;_

Comedy comes in all shapes and sizes.,
There are many different ways to do comedy, but only a few ways to make it actually work well.
"Flirting With Disaster;" the new film by
David 0. Russell (Spanking the Monkey),
takes a bunch of str dllge characters, puts
them in strange situations, throws in a semiserious theme and creates a uniquely funny
movie.
By doing this, the film will both surprise
and amaze audiences by using the most
effective means of comedy - the absurd.
The story follows Mel Coplin (Ben
Stiller) who along with his wife Nancy
(Patricia Arquette) go on a quest to· find
his birth parents.
He feels he and his wife cannot name
their newborn child, now 4 months old,
until Coplin knows exactly who he is and
where he came from.
With the help of Tina (Tea Leoni), who
works for the adoption agency that Mel was
given to as a child and who is documenting ·
the quest, the three hit the road in search of
Coplin's parents.
This movie has many of the same clements of a road story, such as the search for
oneself, the tribulation of the road and the
feeling of dissolution throughouL
But "Flirting" puts a spin on the road concept that will knock viewers into a 360 more
times than they can count, leaving them
more overwhelmed than dizzy from its
comedy.
This film is unconventional in the way it
is fragmented into different chunks.
The movie is patched together like a ragtag B-movie, but this is its most compelling
element.
It is very hard to pinpoint exactly why
this patching does not ruin the film like it
has many times before in other movies.
It probably is because the·characters and

Movie Review
situations are so comedic that when pieced
together, the film seems very outrageous.
Viewers may forget (or realize) the film
may not actually have a point to it.
Every step in the search introduces us lo
strange situations that range from Mel running into a post office with diesel and the
homosexual agents who arrest him, to the
scene that has Mel and Tina trying to fix her
camera. which ends up in an Indian wrestling
match between the two.
Each of these situations introduce strange
characters played by the likes of Alan Alda,
Lily Tomlin, Mary Tyler Moore and George
Segal, which add a novel-like depth to the
film.
Each character is developed with distinct
personalities and unusual characteristics.
Every changing scene is like turning a
page of a good book and discovering a new
character.
But unlike print with its space and
descriptive voice, Russell does the describi ng with witty dialogue and excellent
screenplay.
This film is hilarious because it is unpredictable.
Viewers will learn halfway through the
film tliat there is no use guessing any more.
That is what makes every moment of this
movie greaL
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stores, restaurants, anC: .Jther locations that display the Visa symbol.

The Ultimate ChBCk Cara:
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•Offers· you A TM access aroµn0 :the world
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•l\cceptedwhere checks arJ'~i ·
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Lowe's store constructioh beg:i;Ffs'.fhis·week
By Brian T. Sutton
Daily Egyptian Reporter

Signs of economic growth in
Carboodale continued Wednesday
as a new home improvemenl
business began conslruction, a
cily official says.
Construction
began
Wednesday on a 150,000 square
foot Lowe's Home Improvcmcnl

Celebrity
c.m1tinued from page 10
and one

way to get it better was

the inception of lhe student rush.
Swdcnt rush takes pJo.ce 30 minutes before the start of a show, and
all swdents can get the remaining
tickets for half-price, she said.
Esther_Vander Mey, the assistanl publicist at Shryock, said students so~etimcs are no.t~Y-'.arc of
the rush.· ..Some students-feel the
cosl of the shows is too higll;but
in actuality they are much cheaper
than performances in New York or
Chicago, and with the rush, it is

Warehouse at the corner of
Rendleman Road. The store is
expected to "pen before
Christmas this year and will
employ approximately 200 people.
City Manager Jeff Doherty
said the construction of !he new
Lowe· s is a sign of economic
growth and development that
has been continuing in
Carbondale for the last four or

even cheaper, she said.
The Celehrily Series is jusl like
everything in the capilalistic world
in that it follows the law of supply
and demand, Cerchia said.
"We aren't going to book thin~s
tbal arc not successful very often,"
he said. '1bere just is not an interest.in things like left-handed karoo
bands.""
The Celebrity Series continnally
will change to meet the needs of
the community and evolve to provide a home for the fine arts in the
Carbondale area, he said.
"42nd St.reel'" is the last of the
Celebrity Series this season. 1l v.ill
be performed at 8 p.m. Wcdnesdjl.y
May l at Shryock Auditorilllll.

five years
.
Doherty said the construction
of the store will fulfill a need for
lumber and hardware ilems in
Carbondale.
"We look at our sales tax revenue, and lumber and hardware
provides only 3 percent to 4 perceni." he said. "People arc leaving Carbondale to shopelsewhere for these items."
Doherty said the construction

of Lo_we's may also, bring in
people outside of lhe carbondale
community to spend inoney
the city.
Carson Anderson, a public
affairs officer for Lowe's, said
the store will be six times larger
lhan lhe Lowe's store, which is
located in Marion at 900 Skyline

in

Drive.

Anderson said the company
decided to close the store in

Marion and move it lo
Carbondale; He said company
representatives believe there are
better opportunities for the store
in: Carbondale because the
Marion store was.not large
enough for expanding merchandise and customer service.
"Customers will find all they
need to help build, improve,
beautify and enjoy their homes,"
he said.

New all-cotton tampon out
The Hartford Courant

There is a new, all-<X>Uon tampon
on the shelves in the "fcminine irotection" aisle at your grocery and
drug stores. The maker, Tambrands
Ioc., says it is in ~ to forus
groups that have been asking for
ooum. But SOOJC lawyers and scientists think Tambrands may be
responding more to health issues
and lawsuits.
The new tamJxXl, c:allccl Naturals,
was launched in Mardi. It ccmpelCS
with other types of Tambrands tampoos. rut this is ilS first llla.5.5-Dl3f·

kclcd, all-<XlllOO Vf2'Sion.
Other widely used tampoos produced by Tambrands and other
axnpanics arc made with absorbent
viscose raym and cotton. The com(Xl!IY, which bolds lhe largest share
of the tampon maiket, is pushing ilS
"all nalllral prolection" of cotton
aud touting ilS biodegradable and
flnshable qualities.
Some researchers and lawye15,
however, wonder about lhe timing
of !he new product. Y"ISCOSC rayon
was linked to IOXicsbocksyooromc
in a 1994 study by two New YOlk
Um-.ersity ~

After those results were relcared,
two Kansas women filed suit in
U.S. District Court in Wichita
against Tambrands and Playtex
Family Products, claiming that lampons containing rayon contriootcd
to their cases of toxic shock syndrome.
Toxic shock syndame is a rare
but porcntially dangerous disorder
that is moot often linked to lhe use
of tampons, especially by women
yOW1ger than 30. The symJXOII1S of
toxic shock syndroole indude high
fever, a rash, vomiting and low
blood pressure.
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NASA's budget disappearing
Agency layoffs
affect staffing,
insurance plan
The Washington Post

WASHINGTON-Half I.he
headquarters slaff at the National
Aeronautics
and
Space
Administration will disappear over
the next 18 months as employees
arc either laid off or transferred to
jobs in the field.
Staffers got the news in an early
warning Wednesday from
Administrntor Daniel S. Goldin. He
said "increasing budget pressures"
required the cuts to be made by
October 1997.
Under the plan, more than 200
headquarters jobs could be movetl
10 field centers. Overall headquarters, which now has 1.430 employees, would be down to between 650
and 700 jobs next year through a
combination of attrition and lay-

om.

The agency will begin layoff
procedure briefings next week.
NASA is expected to ask for legislation that would allow it lo offer
buyouts 10 long-time employees so
that the agency can pro!Ccl the jobs
of less senior workers and those
who lack veterans preference protection.
Uncle Sam's in-house 40l(k)
plan. one of the best in the nation,
would get even better under legis•
lation the Senate Governmental
Affairs Committee is scheduled to
lake up Thursday.
Federal workers have about $37
billion in their tax-deferred Thrift
Savings Plan (TSP). The money
comes from employee contributions, government contributions
and earnings.
Those under the older Civil
Service Retirement System can
oonttibule up to 5 percent of pay.
Those under I.he newer Federal
Employees Retirement S}·stem
(who have to help finance their
own relircmenl) can invest up lo 10

perccnl of salary, and get a match
of up to 5 percent from the govcmmenL Workers have the option of
investing in three funds: a S(lpersafe Treasury security fund, plus
funds that track the stock and bond
markets. Employees can borrow
from their own conlributions to buy
a home, for educational purposes or
for medical or other emergencies.
Stevens bill would give employees lwo additional funds to invest
in: An international fund, and a
small-capitalization fund. His plan
would also make it much easier for
employees lo tap their TSP
accounL~ while working. They
would still be required to repay the
loans (in effect borrowing from
lhemselves and repaying themselves) via payroll deduction.
The federal 401(k) plan already
is more liberal than some private
sector plans. Some of them don't
allow wOikers to borrow from their
accounts. Any money they withdraw cannot be paid back. That
culS into the borrowers retirement

nest egg.

FROM 06JECt
TO 5UBJECT..
o

THE PORTRAYAL OF WOMHJ IN ART
Clara Pascoe, Curator of Education at Fort
Ligonier Association and Art History
Professor at the University of Frttsburgh,
C2rlow College, and Seton Hill College,
will give a multi-media presentation
on the portrayal of women in art.

Thur~gay, ~pri1)8, 1996
4:0o;·r.tvt at the·.
University'~..i'usetim_ Auditorium

Free Adttiieafon'

~~

.

Thi,fprogram j5;~P.0,~6orea li'Jthe Student Programming Committee. If you have
any:qti!:l!?tions pl~a~fconf~i~t:5f.C;!Jire~rofVie;ual Arte; at 5-36- 3393
4
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Daily Egyptian
ROOMMATES NEEDED FOIi
!May 131 & 1 for fell "bdrm
June/July rent $93 ea,
call i.......d, "57-7133.
3 BllltM HOUSE, 2 panons ....ied,
in lewis Pon,

~...::--:.i~Ja°j, r;8599~

1,;00,549-2A91.
FISERGlASS SOI.O Ci.NOE, !rip

capcl,le, 1ml, sl0ted indoon.
C'tCil, $750, 5A9·8A07.

"""°'

1 BDllM APT. i.;~
llocn, lets of doset space, _ ,
location, c/a & heating, landlord

SPACIOUS

r.,:ns~~otn:,
grod
poleuionals.
.\-"" onc1t
sludent, o,

- ...Aug
u ..1. For

'

LARGE I

BDRM furn, walking

di11ancelmnmall&2busu,p1
1 ROOMMATE TO ,har~ 3 bdrm (II & 21, $250, 1.51-0697.
house, $175/mr + 1/3 atil & cable, SUBlfASER NEEDED for Summer.
,,.,,, May 15, 5~N358.
17•ms1 bdrm~ unfurn, eel
cd29·3 69.
ROOMMATE NEEDEO, female pref, 549· 1
0
SUMMER SUBlEASER NEEDm, I
i.a...
bdrm, Sya,mo,e St, $210/...,, call
I OR 2 NEEDED-for S<nnmor, lg 2 351-1.U2.
bdrm house, co,pcrt, w/d, a/c. ll mi QUIET RESIDENT1At 1 bdrm, sem~furn.
fovih cf campus, -~ now or May, summer, $200/0'0 (neg), a/c, dose to
"57•549.C.
SIU, mid-May, 35H7A1.
2 !ORM APT, $300/...,, °""'1
1
~~
3 bib
SL,BlEASER NEEDED! Far Svmmor
Sem !June l·Aug IA),,._ apb, c/a, 2
:~P~!m4;.nts
binn, localed on G;ont Oty Rd, must
have refs, col ,..,..,I '57-0397.
1 & 2 BDIIM APTS, a,rall May
2 Sl/BlfASERS needed, °""'1 May 15, & A. .sat, 1 yr leGM, quiet
2 bdrm dvplu, c/a, close to SIU,
,
$215/mo +util, call 5"9-6969.
541'-CI081.
SUMMER, 2 BDRM. furn, ale, mo11 util
incl, dose to SIU, May 15 or sooner,
C'OAIE, pmal9
lor studonll,
529·7320.
my """ bib from SIU, nanh of
2 80RM />FT, I 1,11,; from SIU/Slrip,
Un;..,.Jty l.hary, en W. College SI,
Mar.Aue. Unmnity Ave,
all util ind in renls, shored lild.,
good pria,, Coll 351-1890.
and bet!, laatoties w/ oiher IIUdents
3
~r.::.:~;:'t.~}:s&t::
~ ~ . !If.''dt::i:: ~ :
pecnc, caD 351·1"10.
shown by oppl ,-.,ly, coff Shel1cn
Renlals cl l57•n52 or 529•5m
QUIET, RfSIDENTIAl. 3 BDRM, <MJil
Mon·Sol 9am-5pn, Svmmer $1 AO,
each
Fall&~Slc0/mo.
3 SU8LEASERS NEEDED 3 bdrm apt,
dose to ccmp,t, S265/mc, util ind.,
furn, a/c. 5"9·9193.
C'OAI.E, 2 bdrm apb I"""""°""
r.tyleJ,onlyahallbllcorlessfrom
~~ l~·!{~'r,;:'fs',s: SIU. jull acrou W. MiD SI nor1h ol

':li

,~-*''71
:j,...,....!1=11~neous
-•
...__
::e~ ~~83,k~'"'°·
25" ZENITH REMOTE COLOR TV
$125, 19" COi.OR TV $75, VCR $75,
Relrigerotor $75, "57·739A.

•

•

•

•

~}~,~~JI

[: : :H i.~e

HONDA 150cc Elilescooto,: FUTON BED and ISMcompute<.
".'~~-sgreat,ve,ybl,S800,
~ichcttreu,SIOOfor
9
9
81 KAWASAJO KZ65'J, U,500 mi,
lOfT FOR SAlf w/ mannns & ,pings.

IC!..~~~o~s
PISSOUB PlANT SALE

~i'-8~"::·'"""'"ice· s,,oo.

~~-l~l:1.8::.

87 HONDA CSR 1000 Hurriccne. Fl~

MAl'lf lOVESEAT, $45.

tL: :~m ~ :.:::JI,.I

-~ij-S-7

l_:Pr,:Jm.?fJ•Wi:J:1':. ~
~H••· ..... ··••··•

CHECKERJ!OARD BAR. 3' • 8', all hen!
wood, heovyduty, S150obo, be.Iba,
cro..ncl, "57•2739.
10 AJN' BATTERY CHARGER
Ctof1smon, MW, coll ~. socrifia
$20, 52?·3737•

=•'s;

tf~t'SA~~3~

&

red, exc aind,

~~~to

IL,~-1,1 r.iir==•-

Yard

.: .:; t~I

:::::•:::;··:::;Ap=p:.lia;;:.".::;::ce:::~~-:::
.

TOP UNI MOUNTAIN BIKIS

&uy/s..'1/Trode

Complete repoir-ol l,;kos
PHOINIX CYCLIS 549•3612

Wed & Thut,May I anc:12, 9-6pm,
Sn,_,<: AG RUIIDING

UOYDS APPUANCf SHOP .,
Chrislcpher, woshon, dry.n,
relri9oro1on, slove1, etc, SI 00 each,
guaranteed, 1·618-nA•.us.5.

Sales

CML SERVlCE COUNCft. Spnng yard
,ale, SIU Arena pcrling lot, Ap,;I 27,!,
8·3, rain date April 2S,
Brows• or Sell, info "53·5249
M'BORO YARD SALE, phclocopier,

~: t~~1~"'.zr.wffl.

Sat,

.:::JI t::
ll ,

dif.;1;}

11

..........._....

room,

1r-~;:-::11 ~~.;;~~SAt~~b~
PARK PLACI UST
single room .. S160/mo ,ummer, FoD/
Spring $185/mo, util incl,
549-2831 lea-,e message.
,

1594.

HAUTIPUL IIOOMI Perfoctly
located, each un~ w/ lilchen & elec!ric 2 BDRM TAAII.ER for S -

sublease, nica 1ra,1er, nice pa,lt. dc:e to

:.;J::,c~i"~~81.

campn, caD 529-0076.

AVAA. 51.JMMER GARDEN PARX, 2

bdm, 2 beth, !rash & "'·cler ind,
,edva,d pncol Scph opp, 351-1032
1 SUBI.EASER, $155/ma + 1/5 viii,

Communications & Business

builct,ngs, c/a & heat, lenanl pay,
util, -.e prD¥ide lnnh picb,p &othe,
semes, shaw,, by appt only, coll
Shellon Renlal, al .C57·7352 or
529-5777 Mon·Sal 9am·5pm,
summer S2A0, raU & Spring USO
or $C70/mo

~~~~~!i.telf.~ for
SUBIEASER NEEDED For Summer,
1 bdrm, furn, c/c. _., dean, oaross
from compus,Mull...,I 351-1019.
I OR 2 FEMALE subleasers lo,
,vmmer. furn apl, dc.,a ID compu,,
$150/mo, 5A9·A919.

tl,,,~~sr~:~r.

C'DAIE, pma19 room, for women,
my haG a blade from SIU, .., S.
Poplar· St, norlh nf Uni.. rsily
lihrory, aD uti1 ind in rents, c/a &
heat, ..iiol rvles vory accortf,ng ID
size ol room, shown by cppt only,
call Shellon Renlals cl '57-7352 or
529.5777 Mon-Sot 9am-5pm.

5A9·9 5A8 J.:nd o, Jcnon.
SUBLET NEEDED SOON. Svblel
needed June. Can pay OOTI«. S«id

BL.Ala HOUSI AFFOROA&E lmng.
Fvrnelliaenciesw/luDlilchen,
&priw,tebcth .
~~-i';,..,;1 lo: .,t05 E. c,,llege. 529·22'1.
Tronsf.,. Senior, 1004 A Charolette,
R.m4 2 BDRM APTS, oD utils,
Normal, ft. 61701.
poning &cable ind, 1 bll,: from
SIJMMER, MEADOWRlOGE, ,...,_ cmnpus. 549-A729.
bdrm.
12·Aug U, ale. w/d, ~•
w, 1
SIU, $203/mc + v
529-378", Scott.
lG 1 BDRM op, near rec. a/c, furn,
$280/mo (nogo~ablol, May·Aug,
549·1305
MEADOWRIDGE, A bdrm, w/d,

~:i:•!i::
~

summer,nryneg,
529.5394

DUNLOP
IPORTIIIKI
TIUIAU
180/55 a 17
95
170/!J!J a 17 $99.95
lt0/55 a 17 $99.95
Get !hem wMe their HOT!
Get !hem wl,,1. !hey IASTI

$99

~~~~i

Univenil)Motorsp,,ts

549-2100

ElENA'SI Gently-used lurniluro &
mere. 206 S. 61h in Bush.
Open 7 claysa-1<. 987-UJB.
Beds, elms«, dos1, solo,

~-=:-.~. ~e~·

THIS & THA": IHOPPI, 816 E.

Main, C'Jcle. We buy, r.oll, and
consign. '57-2698.
Sl'IOER WEB • BUY & SEil

u,edl',n,;tun,&antiques.
Rl2,0ld51 U588 . .5-49•1782.
JENNY'S ANTIQUES & USED
FURNIMf. Opt,r. ~ 1. 9·5 MatSat..Closed S..... Buy & sell. 549·A978.

=,=.~~=-~

---------1 KING SIZE WATERBED w/ brand new
~~=-..&.11
~~ loawe message. _ ~

~ ot 549•98Al.

University'Hitt1'.
It's Not Just A Place to Live,
It's the Way io °Livi.
. Sign this Month acd You'll RccciYcYour FREE Univcnilr Hall !olo shirt.
Come~· . . · . .
Univmity Hall ia your Best Housing Choice at SIU:

"All-lD~lusivc" budgct~ ~

.Cwun~==~ = ;
SopcrSingknnilablc..

t· WAI.L'AND PAAK SlREEIS 649~2050' 'al!C~

,

:9)<;: ?'

0 •:f
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Cotheclral
_ _ _ _3_11_D_R_M_,_D_U_UT-.l"'!'fU
..L..h"'"·•--•-•-,-B-EA_UTl
___F"-Ul;..C_O\J..;
__NT_R__y_~_;ii.;.;ng"'"."'"n...ea-;
W,~

pr

t.:.ttt.~•~~:.~

.,,,..
lvll
,;,e wa,he,/dryer, $.450, .A57·
819.4, 529·2013, CHRIS B

r,
~. ~ _"'..,.,'• fum,
~, 5,..
.. "-'7 5

f~~ 7AR~lt!~~t,,,..,in
f

.,...

no'

r

Shident ~ng
••·•• .. m•te TV

mlcrowan
VCR
CD ,helf •t•reo

with o qwlifying Fo0/Spring
controd few one of our .
!fflcl•ncl-•
s11r•1-•
OaeBedroom
Tw•B•droom

fORIIT !!IAU

r:it.a93-.ro'1.'.

;>£SOTO, DY0il """or May I, 2 bdrm,
5 529
poid, $32 ,
•
7

;J ~i'W

. C'dole I bdrm, I perscn. woter, sewer

APTS with large living orea,
-role kitchen and h,U both, a/c,

~'°

SY~E

~:=

::;:; : ' ; :~:,"coi'n"'v."t:i';
NICI, NIW AND CLIAN

J BDRM, 407 W. MONROE, acros,
fromC'dolel;b,a,y, 1 ovail5/15, l
DY0il 8/15 Con 529-5557
SUMMER 1.£ASE, Meoclow Ridge. l,;g
room w/ bath, dean. $200/ma, low

~;:~r.Z~~~:~.5~::y

••rras.

457-5700

GARDIN PARK APTS Spociou, 2

~rm~';'~l!:t;:= =it
~..c:"~ 9- ~ •

"PP""'ed

IFflCIINCY APTS, fvm,near

SIU. dean. wd1 mointoined, lovndry.
llort $200, Spring . .CS7·.U22.
LAROI 2 BDRM, near campus,
fvrn. a/c, dean. well mointained,
S.500/ma, .CS7.U22
LAROI ONI BDRM. .,.,.,;J Foll 96,
near SIU, him. a/c, clean. well mo,n1oined. $325/ma . .CS7•.U22

~~ - ~ } : " . " ' ~ ~ : ' ~
3581 or 529-1820

2 QI! 3 BDRM. lo, Foll. 409 w Pecon
•J. $4(-0/ma. 2 blh fr""' Hoip,101,
529-1581 or 529-1820
NEW 3- BDRMS fo,-F-cll-.-51_2_S_W_a~l1.
furn, carpel, o/c, $.-,JQ/mo, 5293581 or 529·1820
I & 2 S0RM APTS, furn & unfvm, mull
be neol & clean, ABSOLUTELY NO
PETS. Coll .CS7-nB2

OIOROITOWN
TRAILSWIST

lovely apls, New fvm/unfvm fer 2.3.4
Como by Display '-b>·Sot 10-5:3-0,
11000 EG·:,ncl/Lewis Lnl 351-0284.
I & 2 BO!!M. a,aJ now, or May. o,
Aug , fum, carpel, 21,1h from Rec Cenler, $230 & up, 529-3581.

11,yonl Rent,

LARGE 2 8EOROOM, quiet area neor
Corhondolo dinic. S.AJO up. 5A9·
6125, 549-8367, 549-0225.
BUUTlfUL lrf. Apb ;n C'doles
H;,1onc Dill., clouy. q,net, wd'.,..
Cl1mo1pl,e,e, new
pn,fer female.
No-<,leosingSum/F .529·5881.

2 and J bdrm. 516 S. Poplar or
605 ond 609 W. College, luin, cape!, ale, 529-35@ 1 or 529· 1820

i.!_•

2 ... 3 ... 4 ... 5 ... 6

1c::: f.~~~-~~~i~i: : " ]I

Bedroom•

::'.'.°,~
=========54

&

NEW 2 B0RM. c/o, furn, CMJt1 May &
So campus. Poul

of P1ecno,,1 H;II Rd

549-6990

1
~':"I

NEW,IARGE,2BDRM, 1 llba,h,quief
~~• many extrat, NO PETS, "57·

r.!~•:=:.•: r~~D~'-

BRAND NEW 21-..droom on Sun.et &

Gr•J.•

~:,P~iA~~Nowt
CESl Controcts A"°'1oble

all opp»ancu, oversized
whi
tub, private fenced polio,
~.:._-~~~r
•',w$700/
opeN<,
,. :
0
- ,onutyonly
...,7
LUIOl 2 BDRM c,,,a;I foD 96, _,; 8194, 529-2013, CHRIS B.
SIU, fum. a/c, dean, well·mainlo,ned, MAY I BDRM lOFT, 737 E. Po,~,
S500/mo. .CS7-.U22
~-o_:h~;:_o! ~•.,i li n~_,"!~/o_ppl;•o""'nc:~
lfflC APTS foll 96/Sp< 97, fvm, nova-·~"' 1 0 __...,, dtyer
••
-oorSIU,well-mainloined.woter/lrosh,
IOllndry, S200, AS7 -un
819.4, 529·2013 CHRIS B.

'fl:'

457 _221 2.

:~s;;x;;.~~~~1-

.:•.=:

~=t~~~6~

400 E. Heiler-lg 3 bdrm by Rec, d/w,

loined. s2101ma. m-.u22.

Summer

;!ti~'C::ila'1's'.t.9".'1;85a=··
4 Wn11 acros, from Pvlliam, new
11 carpet/paint. c/o, gas h<.at, fvm,

June lemo, 529·29~/549-0895

BEST VALUE IN HOUSING
5Bedroo•
905 Parle !like new)
4Bedro••
,4().1 w Min (ocrou from Pvnioml
3Be•room
30.4 s Poplor., .. Old Rt. 13-Hause
2

r

..-==

'96 Fall &

I

NICE 2 BDRM, I mi ecnt , _ rt 13
; " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 5 , qu,et,

• •tlroo•

yr canlroct

1001 W. WolnuL 805 Pon (newl
JOAS. Poplar.... 618 E. Ca""""

TOWNHOUSES
306

unlum, c/ o. Beginning May/ Augull
lease, 549-4808, (I0-8 pml.

1 . . . . . ..
806 W Collego ...Choutouqua

403 W. Freeman ... A0I Eason

w College. J Bdrm,, fvrn/

1001 W. Wolnut... 401 Eason

:.~.p~~~c
ramie tile, ample oR•street partng.
Avoil Aug, $825,

Awl..en 529-5881
I, 2,& 3 SDRM APTS, fum. ui;I ;nd,
lease, no pelt, coll ofte, 4 pm,
~---684_-,_71_3_--,--~-,
1 OIi 2 FEMALE NEEDED lo .har, nice
3 bdrm ap, w/d, d/w, ccble, $200/
ma + ~ util, clo.e So SIU, avail sun-.mor
& ful, call 351-176.A
STVDtOS FURN, clo>0 So SIU, ale, a,r•
pet, laund,y, wmm« or fall, "" pelt,

L---------• I

lfflcl•ncy

549°0895

NIW 2 BDRM, 1t11rt May •r
August, W11lkl11g •1• 111nc• le
•crmpua, 529•2954 or 529•
_o_
• 9_5_,_ _ _ _...,....,._....,,.
~ORGETOWN SUBIET 3-bdrm, Fall. 1
RoommolH needed Aug & great Summ« Ro!MI Neat 3-lx!rm. liim. houw,
Aug. S.A60, 351-0284.

$23=0.=5=29=·3=8=15=.====:=;I NICE QUIET 1 & 2 BD!!M, Wes! town,

._4_1_45_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1

.

r.::::::~~~~~o:;~y, aw•II

'"
~ES FOR RENT, 2 bdrm. sp-;~3 &

!..~::..~•h'f:.;.-/.... :::.~: ~oo7'n:o~~~~;:"ri::, 6pm.
•"'

••

llv•n1

r••••

••11•n

•

NICE BIG I BDRM, $300/mo & 2

%1

re-, 1tudy11n•, $47'5/••• ~ SA60/7,
8 , 5~ •f~~•l · oir,
408 w.
•ppt c11II -.-·, no pet>, 0
549°0081.
NICE 2 BDRM, a,rpet, oir, d/w, w/d
BDRM DUPUX, $ 00/•• heal.up, frig,,tove,_lg?""",a,'P.'fl,no

wm-. •••

2
4
••••••r••
colll111a, qul•t;

~

pooplo w11ato•. 549-00e I.

1~U:ccM:--::M-:-:l:-::-R-LUS:-=...,......l,""'SW,--,--=2..,bd-,--rm,

to:;,~~• p,el, IMl11

:;.)~TI•l~r"•

• v11II • - or Mey 15 •·•• 10

MAY l BDRM LOFT, 737 E. Pork,

PALL

;n daset, ~ t e 1:.-.ced polio, poved oll

3 B0RM WITH STUDY. do.e So
~"':1°ss.:.u'7-~i. qu;et
campus. New c/o, gen heat. W/D,1;:a:::==========;
A08 S. James. S6 75 - 68 7-2290.
TOP C'DAU LCCAffONS
PROfESSIONA!. OR F/WJlY 3 BORM, exlra nice 2.3,4,& 5 bdrm liouses,

~

BLOCKS to campus. 3

~ :!'f25(U~ R,,

:\~~,;i°IJ~\:~~/~,0_:~ ~~:•~t9~~~- 529• 908 W PECAN, remodeled 3 bdrm,
11ree1,,par~"9•ce,l~~~~e•_SA50,.A.57·

819.. 52 r20 3 '""""'
• RICKINRIDOI APTS 2 bdrm,

vc--~

~.':!~~~~~
leuionol, 529· 2535.

LARGE 2 BDRM AS'T·701 W. W-JN,

~7~':"""~Campus,

~•;:_"'i~~t;-ta:.:ci ~
A57·819A, 529·2013, CHRIS B

S.

Aug,

2
Dill,

DUPlEX,

B.

:-cDESO::-:-:-T"""O-,6-IIJ-north~-ol:-C,-'d,...,ale:-,-ni_ce_2

3

DllM

·•·

~.~;,.~:3;;"

bdrm. new carpel & oppl, deck.
So lr,o=P=M=
••=o=.=O=LO=CA=?l=O=N==;
11
S~j5n:;,~-::./t!ng1,'ui-275i ' 3 BORM I BATH, 3 mile. So "'ff"9UI• luxury 3 bdrm houw, carpeted, lll
0• gorogo, no pelt,
2 BDRM Cbe So campu>, w/d, oir,
~ . $"50. Waler & $525/mo, caD 351-0661.
l'--------,--__J
2
4 BDRMS, CARPETID, o/c, .A bib So
AVAA. MAY 15, LARGE HOUSE
3 BDRM QUIET AREA W/d, c,;r, shady SIU, Avoo1 FoD/Spring $600/mo,
behind Rec, .4-5 bedroom,, full
yon!. Storts May. $,195.
SAOO/mo Summer. .c57.,1030 olte, basement, CoQ 549-0199.
457·4210.
5PM.

~~:~i~~~'::.=•.t;t :;"68'i1i:£.

~r;:tJ~

;:;,~I

r;:1c=·~:::::.::;:.H=~u=~e:::;:~:;;;;:.:=
..............
:::::,

PERFECT FOR SINGll: ?R COUPlf,
bedroom w/ study, NW ugfy_
outside, nice imlde, large ~ilchen. ova;I
June I, $285. no section 8, no pet>,
"57·819.C, 529-2013 Chris B.

smoQ I

=~;'.:l!',1;.n~

SPACIOUS .4 BDRM near tho Rec,

=~~~~

bath, a,ramic lilo tub-shower, $840,
.AS;-8194, 529-2013 CHRIS B.

----

----

Apts & Houses Furnished
tJ.Pay Utilities 529-3581529-1820
~

,td'112a.w.an1l'l

Ea.I.I

Jt..-111&~111&111

ltd'IH&.WIIII ClmJ~

ttataSW.CollQe Cl«J..-

~

no-

lmD::P"

Jtd'«JIW.CoililJOt C:lcrJ~ U02tal1a&.Priplll' QmJpqiil , ~
ltd'WI.Ylal ( 1 s t ~
ttd'J1JLff9M'all(1mlPEltat ffl•

ns•

Apartments
IIJlr

1td'304W.t,ca'lwn0own

4e5•

ltid-lU&.Wlillt
lts«.18&.~S.Ait.

.C10110-

::::::·g::-'

ltd'414&.Gtal'ffl
tto«.el,..WNhhglanN.Aif,.
1td'.tOJ8.0ratwi,S
1to,1411.~

ttd-«JIW.0.

:~

J10:!O"'

2..,.

ZlD9

,SO-

«IO'"

H2Jwlll

..... ........

:.Alpha's Lookir.~ For :

Jtd'CnibOd'wdEalil•W..

szs•

ltd'410S.~

_,.

ltd'11Cl5 W.Qw

,_,.
.flllJ"'
XICJ9

•
:

ltd'CabOdw:I~

Jea1-ta-

•

ltd'401S.~

l«r

4bdt.ea:JWP..,

~

Jtd'lm7W.Cole;it
ltd'GE,S,,..

100fl:Jlr

Ud'IIIH.AM:lrd
ltd'«:aS.~

Iml.l.e.m
211drl11W.W....

529,3581 BRYANT 529,1820

o"nie OwQ

~~ ~ ~
Come Pick Up Our Listing!
~Ma!.-l'li9a.m.lii=

529-2054
81 6 EAST MAIN
Garden Park Apartments
607 East· Park• St.

}l!u
• Sophomo~e approved
• Luxury 2 beclro~ril/2 bath
:-:apartments, swimming pool,,&
! .iaundry facilities
premises":.
!·_No ~pets. allowed
, :; .
':'' . ~Now Renting for Fall '96 549"."2835.

on

Saluki · Express Goes To Carbond~le
;'!,.: M~bi~e- Homes 1 5 Time's Dai_ly .

=~

2li

11orage

1t111'304W-~&..-,.

~~-~.~~'.ss'M
mo, 1
529·2840.

Schilling Property Mgmt
529-2954

~•:o:fs"~~:;;.,':n' r::.

!vii size wa,her/d,yer, $450, .A57·
bl9A, 529·2013, CHRJS B.
CEDAR I_A,r~ beach, 2 bdrm, a,lhedn:,I
SASO/mo,

Jlo«IIW_Ptc:#11:1

SUMMER LIASIS Huge DisccunlSI
One 2 bdrm reg $550, now $340
One 2 bdrm reg $420, now $250 2
elfic apls, oU ex1remely r.ice places, Von

TOP C'DAU LOCATIONS ex·
ll'a nice 1 and 2 bdrm fvm apt>,

privo!e,wna,adcd- ..,..,...,.,__ ,

QUIET 1 bdrm, 6ury opt,-"' So SIU,
p,ivale entry. screened pat;o. no pet>.
Z.,~'.'9,;,ul~2~'ro°• $375/ma

RENTAL UST OUT. Come by
508W. OokSop;d,up l;,i,
front door. in ba,. 529·3581.

loundry ·acilities, Free parking.
Apt>. S 51 S

:g

lecat•• at 2000 W. lvu.t, ~I~,~~. pond. 2,3,
l",". ""'""
...dl-cme,, $225/
':""'sos• start 5/15, 1 yr lease, 529·

$650/••• w/ol, d/w, •Ir,
·••·I•
c•rp••I, gr••• or

~~·.=.~~9:S.~Jrrlecne, ~"::·:5r.'tf~ 1;.~~ !f.r'~~~~ ;~";: ~ g1oeott=~,.:~~
BRANO NEW duplex. 3 bdrm, bath, ~ c l 2pa~ :::.lamwily.=:-. 1'";;;684;;:;·.A;;l.A.5;;.;;;;;;;;;:;~~~~
c/o, w/d,
building, $680/mo, n,<t""'-8bed -·
f --r-·-· Ii=
~~i~I
215
J,~•.=room:::r!:it~":"J; C'DAI.EAREA.SPAOOUS2.3,and
910 W.
oD u!il cable
BDRM
Unity Point School gordenspo1.
Abdrmhouses,nesonlng
1
ind. 1 bdrm or stud".,, $230-$260,
SASO/mo, firs1/lasi security, ovaa ~~a~. s~.':igoCHRIS
~;''.!:i~~ well,
Mrry,dep&ref..CS7-ol93.
Aug,549•2090.
•
E. Cell-, beam ceiling,
napets,a,D68-4·.41.A.5.

501 E Coll.go

SPACIOUS FURN STUDIO

o~plo€es: :·,·:

"'!""" 1."":~•ng,i=,,s~.,.:_
closet•
·,nc1'

27J1~~!,19f262tiet, 89J'.
S1nnmo•lpoclal$U /•o
5
Near Compvs.
1.incolnVillogeAp11,549-6990.

Fan.

.,..._!

!~D NE\'/+ 1 ~ORM loft nF't on

fall IUMMIII
820WFreemon,w/ a Fell/Spring
lease single pymt (now), A.57·5631.
I BEDROOM, ALTO fASS, 20 minulH
10 SIU, Iorgo second lloar deck

C'DAI.E NICE 1&2 bdrm, unfum
=9~.;;7~

APTI, HOUSIS, & TRAIURS
Close So SIU. 1,2,3 bdrm, Su...,,.,
or
fvrn. 529,3581/529·1820.

457-4422

I[ :: :•.

S:i~~t",;,.,~°7ij~-~~;~

~~Pu~;:r
,hidcnt>p~.nopets,caD
684·.41.CS.

ti9.:a?·

CoD fer Deta;I,

..--="""""'

window afl c,ppliana,o :ndvct,ng fu1
,;.., ...,;i_ &"dryer, IMl11 Aug $580.'
.c57·819A 529-2013 dvis 8.

leaung wmmer & fall, 1 bdon, a/c,

FURNEFflCAPTonForestS1,S285util
Na pelt. Ava~ mid-May,

Llm.ted time off••

::~.•w/_~•.,• ~bar-•..:..~_

.,.,.,;t

RAWUNGS STREET APTS, now

ROYAL RENTAU

FREE ...y•vntokeap...

,23

..

mtei, 2 mi well o r.rogerwell,
no pelt. aiU 684•41"5.

AFew Good Men. •
(And Women Too!) :

May Openings

• 11J1 e. ram
2 bedroom llat. large
• ahy rooms, all appliances,
lndudlng run size washer• dryer $560 _00

1ll
.510\Y.Balad
Older I bedroom house
'II' with study, quiet peaceful
'II' neighborhood $285.00

Brand New
3105 sunset
i:xecuUve 2 bedroom
to~home. 2 car garage
with opener, very spacious
rooms, oversize whirlpool
tub and garden window In
upstairs bath, built In
cart>ondale's newest
proresslonal ramlly
subdivision, $700.00

•
•
'II'
'II'

1ll
1ll

•
•

151...~~~
August Openings
Tqwnhome:,

1ll

74 ;_ ~ k s ~

'1j1 ~~
\)'
•

1ll
•

•
•

$62..

2 bedroom $560
Ccl1lng rans.
brcokfast bar large

rooms. pnvrue patios.
all nppUanc:cs lndudlng
~ washer (Y

• s29-2013
,a& (home)

3°:~carthe1"
Rec: Center. oil
nppllanccs lndudlng
1\111 slze washer-dryer.
$640.00
::Z003W.n-:.nmt

Prorcss1ona1 3
bedrooms. 2 car
g.:,mge w/openc,;
ram11y room with

•

=~·
nk:cbac:eyard

$1100.00

Chn·s B.

4s1-s194 •
(office)
V'

········••1.'11'11'~

/_".

ii'.. \

Daily Egyptian

Thursday, April le, 1996

C

:-:::==--:=-----:--~~~~~~~~=-=:~~-~~~~~~....:;..:..;.,;..:;.:,,:...:.:..:..:.......1..(15.
3 IIDRM IIEAUTIFUL home,
14 x 70, great student lffllol, 2 bath,
MENTAL HEAi.TH COUNSELOR i;;- GRADUATE ASSISTANT P051ilON ol
GROCERY/PEU derl< pert 6me, ,..,,.,
w /d hookvp, air, flNJplaco, lum, carpet, c/a, no pets, 549-0491 or

::;;:::,!:':1:,y':i~t~rap'!:1:::

--;-:-:-;-W_O_O_D_H_IL_L_S_2_&_3

'ALUSTOUT Come by
RENT"'

~r'lor~~ ~t~JtaC""

Building Manager cl !ho SIU Stuilent

~".na,;n,;.:'si~r;-::;,~ust

1~ter&,b~:=:i:a¥:.::~d
=~_clon!llo,~ 1tud3enl

=r.:rr~~boT...."..".:11

bdrm, furn, c/o, May & Aug, 1-5 pm
...... kday,, 1001 f:. Pert, 549·5596.

School District,
S40•008 I•

,;:i•is l ; t i ~ , lul:-time. Reqlli::i

0

51~~
College, Carbondale, IL 62901. For

fur1nff infonnation con Cathy at A57·

S@i:. fot r:rt';,7.w~tio3.

lo

9 •uv•w

t:~=~

LIKE NEW 2 BDRM, C'Dolo mobile
ho
rt!y fu
f

appli: fs~~

?:N:::.,..,,::==::,7.BDRM~=.~
'0~3=w=P=-=_:::;:lum=I C$'1D7Alf5·'725bd,5rm29'.1um2,,.20~wrious sizos, •
~~"ie~996
''-" a
a
•=•
a
.,., _
hordwcod Roen nice k"icl,en."I· · ' 68.4•2663
AIASKASUMMER
,com/dining roo:.,_ 529· ,'
mng -:-=::-:-:---:·=-::--;-.,--.,,.,---mor,lh. Room &

5 BDRM Perl< streel, lil,, new,

t:.t~dt~i:~~9"'~;:::~~ ~
pet,, 529-2954 or 5,19-0895

Transportationl

~~~male. No experience
(2061 971-3510 ext A57.427.
EASTIRlf IUIIOPI 1085 . Teach
basic oonversafianol English in Prague,
Budapest, or Kral:ow. No teaching CBtificate or European langucgos re·
quin,d. Inexpensive Room & Board+
tlo.caU:(206)9 71 •
CIIUISI SHIP!> HIRING
Earn up 1o $2000+/monlh. World
Travel. 5«,,ono! & lull·6me position,.
No exp necessa,y. For info.
coll 1·206·971-3550ex1. C57.427.
NAffONAL PUKS HIRING·
Positions are now cr,ailal,le al Notio.,ol

~=~~

2

NICI 2 BEDROOM,
near SIU, many extras, no pets.
.457-5266

~!.=i~

~ t ~"~
971-3620 ex!. N57425
A DAILY POSITION eoming up to

SINGU: SllJDENT HOUSING,
$195/mo + $125 dep, wate< & trash
ind No pets. A.,,il May & Aug, Larger
~ - ~ - mobt1e home, obo cr,ail,

OOSc TO SIU, lorge hou,e, yard,
fum, carpeled, c/a, great pria,
to right 1enonts. Call l.57·7782

t t~~t; ~~c.:il
00

2 BDRM HOME, close to camp<n, air,

Don at l ·800-482· 11 I 3.
ACCOUNTING MAJOR/Sook·

RID!t THI BUS TO C.rlH>11d• le
Meblle H-••• Hl,i,w.y 51
North. 540•3000.

parlcing.
Call 687-2290
3 BDRM. l BATH. lARGE DECK.

keeper, be familiar with computer

$5~/=~·i,1,!~5ts'ioo/ma.
2 bd=. 2 lritchen,, S300/mo
UNTTO OWN, Cartto11dale
Mobile H--•• N ~ 51,
call 540-3000 far detail•.

SUMMER/FALL

DepOl'tae•t of C.•p-•
Scle11ce, s..them llllaob
U11hrenlty at C.tfto11tlale
The Depo~to! Computer Science ot
Southern IUinois Ueivenity ot
Carbondale invite< applications for o

I

6Bedroom

~C:~;-~r:;:r ~;,;;:j,_

310J;1-~ro!°t!S.Ash

t~1,1\~'!'f1~~l:~ir·
position at the rank ol Researd.er IL
Wo ore seelong an indi-ndvol lo
conduct research in the general on,o ol
VlSI olgorithm, and design. In oddition,
then, may bo very limited teod,;ng
dutie, CJSS0?0!ed with the positioo. Job
'eqlliroments include a Master'• degree
in Computer Science and teacl,ing

& lawn care ind May, Aug, NO PfTS!I

303 E Hester 103 S Fo=t

4Bedrooms

$225-$-475, 549-3043.

.£06 W. Walnul ... 207 W. Oak
511.505 S. Ash... 103 S. Fo=t

TOWN & COUNTRY. ruce setting.
nice parl<, nice laundromat, nice 1,2,3
bdnns furn, nice prices.. $ummer & foll,
no pets. 5'19-4471.

3 Bedrooms

310,313W. Cherry
408,106 S Forest ... 321 W Walnut

M'SORO, l & 2 BDRM opts & mobile
homes avail, good locobons, wdl maintained, $180-$250/mo. 687· 1873.

Ash

~:;=:.nWe:;lj
lromwcmen
onccurage applications
and rnemberi of minority groups.

1I broker owned

Heartland Properties

549-4808

Plea~ :Wbmit aJrria:lum vibe, a

.:.,,"':::r~=r~=~

905 & 1000 Parle Free

summer ,toroge w/ loll lease, wallc
to camp<n, b,,. !,lop, s.tort at $260/
mo, 529-2954 ot ~9-0895

ll0·B pml

c~;.~,~.w~ ~7..h1
filled)

,enl to : Dr. Ke1111eth I.
Dm,l,of, De.,.._.lllf of

RENTAL LIST

BEST VALUE IN HOUSING

sorry. no pen

~=~~~m

10-month lease, avoik,!,le
Hilbe>l·· 1000 Park
Porlc,new-905 Porlc
('Dole·, best Mob~e Home Park,
City ins.pectod & approved

J BDRM HOUSE. 2\ 2 E College.
5 bll, f..om o:>mpu<. c-vail May.
""'!"'_"· 457•5~ . . - LOOKING FOR re,pon~ble tenants.
rcnl indMdual h:,me5 w/ ophon t::, boy,
C'Dcle 2 bdrm, o/c, near compul,

1 bdrm o/c. near campus,
$245. M'Boro 2 bdrm, dean, e«

SmoH pets allowed

neighborhood. $295 2 bdrm m"6ile
home. seduded in woods. a/c, $275.
Anno, deluxe. beouliiul, 5 room, 2
bd"". luD dining room. lull bo-t,
large lot, cption 1o buy. $385 Coll
618-687-2787 tor appt _______ _
3 SOR/,', Air. gas heo!, large mawed
yord. quiet cm,a Starts May $495
457-4210

ri-:l

MONIY
Earn extra money while in school, new
CX>mP.'"Y talcing stuclcnts Imm a.q

~und,. con 549.2519_
$ CltUIII SHIPS HIIIINGI
Students Needed! $$$ + F.... trovd
{Ccril,l,eon, Europe, Hawotill
Seosono!/Permonent,
No exp necessmy.

Guide.

(9191929·.4399 ext 21065.

=~;:bG~ ~.:,
oa:idemic-mindedinclmdvol1ohelp

o graduate student. &i)Orienc:e helpful.
~~~=':!i1o

apply al 1207 5. Wc.-U, C'Dole, or coD
A57-4123 lOam-.dp-n.

CaDill-3482.
WANlEO PIZZA COOKS, neat
appeoronce, some lunches &
evenings, apply in penon,
Ovatrm Pino, 222 W Freemon.
DEUVERY DRIVER, part time, own car &
insurance, neat appearance, must be

a.an some lund, lioun,

apply in penon Ouatros P-=
222W.F.-nan.

The Carbondale Pork Distrid is rtDW oc-

:'cio~
'tft'r:'s~~ t
4:30pm-7:00pm, Mandoy-Fridor.
0

Some Soturday hours 'eqlliied. Apply
at the LIFE Community Center, 2500
Sunset Drive. Position open unSI filled.
EOE.

ELECTRIOAN or electricion assistant lo

t:. :l."!n ~;~~ be

exp &

WAITRESSES wanrecl, S. L Bawl and
Cc,o.Coos, great pay, apply in p.er,on,
day or night, 5. I. Bawl or Coo-0:,os ot
New Roule 13 in CarteM11e.

549-4808

2·3·4-5-BDRM do,e to compus/tawn/
,v,ol. Poul B,yonl Rent, 457-5664.

bdrm,w/d,$650 May,457-6193

no pets. 549-0491
.!57-0609.
LARGE EXTRA NICE 1 BDRM.

~-:~IUt;t~IP;,6.t.'s;,~8~:r•;

°'

:;::;t9~91c,~ t:s1~·
11

FAil. 4 BDRM, 2 be,!,, toking
opplieohon, for 31.! E Heste,-, No pets,
GossP,operty Mgt, 529-2620

;~~ST

~~'!,,~~~;;'>',~=tid~;,

c,,nj;.i~"{g:

~i~~

~~R!i/~c.:'.ic:,;:,!

Cleon park. HURRY! Call 549·3850.

jfjji_if.1:1G·~1,a;jji?,
-~-!=;-,::.,S~~~ .

T
..;;,._..,..Jj
Ir _ M;b_J!;.Ho;;,es_:~.
.c--cc

NICE 2 BDRMS, new carpet, o/c, dean
w/d hook ur,,
quiet
~325 up, Call 687•3201.

.r:':

TIRED OF ROOMMATES? 1 bdrm
duplex, $155/mo, furn & ale, ccble
avail, very dean & quiet. Water, trash,,
lawn moinlenance, gas heat & 90>

$1750 v.:eeJ<lypo,sible moaing ' • · ·
our cimilori. For info

SUMMER JOBS

~~~~

1

ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS. Noor
Lale Placid 1·800-786·8373

·

·.

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent ini=n;ie to as·

sernble products at homo. Info
1·504·U6-1700, O<pt.

n. 4()6.\.

403 w. Elm •1-4
718 S. Fore., #l
5071 S. Hnys
402 I E. Hester
408 l E. Hester
410! E. Hester •
210 W. Hospital Dr. #2
703 S. Illinois •101, 102
507 W, Main •2 •
507! W. Main •A. •B •
400 W. Oak 113
410 W. Oak 112114£
202 N. Poplar 113
301 N. Spring.,,. 113
414 W. Sycamore •E, •W
406 S. University #l, •4
8051 S. University"
334 W. Walnut

coll301-306-l207.
COLHGEiPl'?O NINTHS i•
cvrrent!y >eeliing students lo fill summer
foreman/pointer positions in your
home town, $5-10/hr, no up
necesso,y, t -800-265-1133.

=:t:~tt: ~r~ r:; I
A Logan College and SIU, do.e to IKE

Graduate with a Smile Ad!
• Just $3.45 an inch
• Artwork $1 extra
Photos $5 extra
Call Stephanie or Jeff
at the Daily Egyptian
& place a Smile ad
today!

536-3311

310 W. College 111-4
411 E. Freeman
507! S. Hays

Private, country setting
2 bdrm. extro nice, quiet. futn/ '
unfum, c/ c. no pet,._ August lease

ilEl·AIRE MOBILE Homes on E. Pork. St.
i, now lea>ing 1,2, and 3 bdrm,. Fum.
o/c, ,hacly lots, quietpcrlc and summer
role<. Refreq.Openloshowlrom 12-5
Mon·fri, Sot by appt. Coll 529· 1.!22,
529 3920
·
• A57-<MS6
~~Rl%~:~r:-ti~D:i·

Von Awlc"" 529-5881.
2=-0R:-c-,3--:-SORM:-=--G-i-ontyor---:-d,.,...lo-ts""'of,...,un--,-&
495
~~ ~
air. S
·

Congratulate Your
********************

*
* (_;-1 . i ~ / **
I

!*
MITCH!*
!
on your !
!~~~Wgraduation! !
* ,,
JI'. We are proud *
*
of you.
*
!
'
Love,
!
* "'--'-. Mom & Dad *
*
-*
********************

--1~/f».

02 N. Carico
720N. Carico
908 N. Carico
311 Cheny/12

549-0895

2 BDRM, Wollcup St. lum, w/d, o/c,

Pork..

Stw.... o..plahDHJ..-.,
Cepywriten, Mattcetl•9
. _ _ . Aul.._.,,
needed for Student Center
Mcrteting. Resume ond Portfolio
'eqllired. OHS encaumged to apply.

1718 Barlou, Rood. Wtckllffe, KY
42087. E.O.E. Pre,emplollfTient
d11Jg screen required.

home le, 9
5lTTER needed
•
12 yrolds,~~j,;,
student, pc,t-time, must have rd, a,11
for opp!, pcicl in cash, 985-5 09!!.
SUMMl&IQaS Clerical & light
inclostriolposition,Ch'Oiloble.
Adio,d,cimpoign, 112l/·355-2342.

~opartmentcan'l)lex starting
Fo!l 1996.Exa:llenl~rtun.'ftlor

c:ompetitive&la,eachollenge1ol,1rep
& mgml leYel. Training a-,oil
549 5914
CoD
'
·

·

529-2954

S6CO/mo. ref req,
ca 1! !!7•4078.
FOR RENT· 4 House-,, oll 2 bdrm.
w/d, o/c, 4 blh IO compus, no pets,
S450·500. 457-3308, 8· 11 am.

Auta

oclaptto change. ~ t e r & customer

lnlemolionol ~nu!rifion co.
Seelongind"rvidualsvJ.oare

=kl

nity/

Schilling Property Mgmt

NICE 3 BDRM on Pecnn St
Call 549-2835

549-6612, or 549-3002 ofter 5:30

~:~~fr!'}~~~~~

P0>i1ioru,luU·fime(l2·~'PMMan-Fnl&
port·fime(5·9PMotJ·41>ghts/weeU

l~C?flSn,,.::

A~~·!s'tt~~ded.

1

Large un~~ 'r.:'n s~lcl ~ both,
Free Summer Staroge
Front/rear bedroom SJ.!0/mo
large 1-per,on units ,,Ori $260/ mo

S365

_

·

c:ll lie

C-pvter Science, M• llcotfe
4511, Seutl,em llllllob
UnlYenlt)' at Cart.oatlalo,
Carbondale, IL 62901.
Soulhem Illinois Un<Ve<sity ot

'96 Fall &
Summer

Piel: vp at
32.4 W Walnut (on po,ch)
o.- coll 549·4806 {10-8 pm}

-~

"="'

•1, #3

703 W. Walnut 11E, •W

-!!'I'll---.--,-.
-

I
.

,

t

4081 E. Hester
5071 W. Main 11B •

906 W. McDaniel
908 W. McDaniel

300\V. Mill•l
400 W. Oak 113
511 N. Oakland

202 N. Poplar •t
301 N. Springer •3
919 W. Sycamore
Tweedy•E Park
4041/2 S. University
805! S. Unlveristy
1004 W. Walkup
334 W Walnut •2
404 W. Willow

,·"sA1£fi•1FJ•MH
.
·rw
.
I

: 6(19 N.Allyn

~

408:~- Ash
' ,_1
410 S. Ash
·,
~'504S Ash •2
\_
501
Beveridge : 514 S. Beveridge •1':' ~
510NXarlco
1200
Carter

s.

w.

Ar·

:.1~..,,
!1".~~
~~CC:.'
~ srnoJl so1ary d fr
cxuni!.
Musi be ~°1& .:;::
able, 68-4-6754.
RESIDENT A.5SIST.ANT fur large SIU·

PT/FT

......,...

@

nokl'sMcnell~miS·tfrghwaySl.

hHtUdoe•II

l b<'rm in old.,. V,c,orian, $225/mo.
All avail May 16, 5'19-1315

~ro~~

1~?.'_

lo tho

ossisted boolckeeping for smaD
business, port-~me 549•3973.

w/d, $525/mo. 3 bd<m. w/d,

324. 406 W. Walnut
·,ony, no peb'

amion

toking cpp1 fer immed opening

Eamwliotyourworthl

Sdieduling~1i2:~~~,PmMonclay

~'!"!!y=o!1~;&Jn::~ ;:i:~!:,~tJ;~l.:ii~
Board!
-:i.:::,'s.:!i~ew~"by7'2t;"

B20.

306 \~

---··

Al~:/~i=~E

506S.Db:on
104 S. Forest
409 E. Freeman

411 E. Freeman
513 S. Hays
514 s. Hays•
402 E. Hester
408 E. Hester
906 W. McDanlel
908 W. McDaniel
413 W. Monroe•

511 N. Oakland
514 N. Oakland
602 N. Oakland

104 S. Forest
513 S.Hays
514 S. Hays•
402 E. Hester
40° E. Hester
41., W. Monroe•

514 N. Oakland
503 S. University •

iilfid:J#•Ji<•I•Jdl ·
1200 W. Carter
300 e. eonese·
710\V.College
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Daily ESVPli,m
IDUCATION

0.:,1;'&•~~':'.s~~t7~roid,

I1r•Nw@1!Ml• ~I

HOME REPAIR, EMERGENCY
SERVICE. ELECTRICAL, HEATING,

~!~=:II
"-'-••---' A '1800-6127828

UNIQVI BRAIDS1

Ca10mas. >illy dred,, nv-locb,

Migrant Hood Stort needs: load,,,,,
wi!h 6 hours in Early Ch,l<!iood.
cn>islcnt leocheo, but dri-ten, bu,
oide1, cool<. janitor, Educolicn
COO<dina1or, Nutrilicn, Hoohh and
Social s.,,.;.mc-dinator. Parent
,_._,_, Coordino1ot, ol1
cocrclinotc< posi6ons wirh supom,ory
experience and speolic boclgmund for
its cenlen in VltlMa and Ccbden

F:°",,,!.,"t~i~:.a..;::e~~
Send
and le!!or, wirh phone
n,;ume

a

,-vmbor, by Apn130. 1996 to: Migrant
Educolicn Inc.• ~.o.

Bo,,. 600.

CobdenJl 62920 lnlemewl wig be
conducted an Moy A, 1996. E.O.E

PARTY

$4,OOO • per•o11th

Anr,;;~,:;cii;;oetohave run,
expondingintoCdalo~lor
cppointmont 457-8286.
COUEGE GRADS:
Rapidly ..ponding inrt a,mpany lool.,ng lor mo&,oted p,ople train. !«,pd
pn,molicnsl F°" rewtne ann: Abo 549·

to

3"°6

°' ooD 529-,898.

SUMMERJ08inCO.,lestorting5/14/

~~I

doaninga!.!t ~
once ~ p e r day Mon-Fri
$4 50-$5 00 per hour.
Apply ol 1207 S WaQ, CDale 0< call
457-4123 10am·4pm.

TAIONG APPUCATIONS FOR Ce<lified
A«-cb;a lnsm,ctor and Tumbling Gymno,tia lnslruCtc< Great Shope.. 529·
440A. A,l. lo, Coihy.
Adrmoriil/ F=lana
PIUJtograplvr

have l ~ ol blod< and

'::."'!:
~~lcp::..a""'."~ =.i:
able to worl
Musi

uncle, deadline prenu,e If

intem>od, plecie ,ubmit 8 to 15
exomplesolyc,,tWO<itoSl,e,,ilG!t,on,
1259 ComrnuniaJ6on, 0< coll 536·
3311 ext. 212 for

mo,e

information

Adtmonal Nrwswntrr
F~eWTite< lor promotional

COOUNG, Kevin 529·7729

.

SHll'PING & UGHT HAULING,
no cli,tanat too .hort or long,

Lambert & O'Hare ,pociols,
Reasonable Rote, 549-1509.
CUSTOM VINTI. LITTIRINO

and grophia fo, automobile. and •lot•

TheMuflaanaConnectlen

deal with problems concerning these systems.
• You will gnin cxperience_wi~ an imagesetter.

• Evening work block Mon. • Thur. required.

Sprl119 llllf• a New
Drhrowwyl $l25Spodall
15 tons dii..-ay rode. Limited
delMfYorea,"Topsoil"londscope
Mulch• Shaping & Gmding =ii"
IACO • 'S TRUCKING
687°:157B

Advertising Production

Leslie Taylor

• Afternoon work block T1Jquired.
• Macintosh experience helpful.

• Q1Jork.Xpress experience helpful.

Press Person

MOWING!

~rsl ma,, he w/,oo,an c,ont,od,

Mol,;1, 967-7.496.·'
HANDYMAN, housewashing.
p:,inting, roof repair, lawn Ht'n(e, misc
doti01, a,11 549-2090.

LEGAL SERVICES
DIYONOI from $250.
DUI from $250. Co, accidonts,
pef10nQ! injvri.... gentrol practice.
ROBIRT S. HUX,
AHonsey at Law.

"57·6545

0

Time is
running out... o

need experience to
~ add to your resume'?

0

0

Dispatch Clerk

:.::.::!r.::t:~.
and 1,000's ol linbl

• Atlernoon work block.

IMMEDIATE
.POSITIONS. ·
Accounting Clerk
inventory, purchasing.
• Computer experience helpful
• Accounting major preferred

Advertising Graphic Artist
• 1-5 work block required

CASH PAID le< eloctronia, jewel,y &
stuff, buy/sell/pawn. M,d,,est Cmh
1200 W Main. 549-6599

• Monday-Friday

WANTID•MOBILI

• Duties require knowledge of color

HOMI

~~oppla!-a~~
dean,
618·A23·2685.
quielorea.

wn"TED 23 ST\JOENTS. lme 5-29 lbs
this month! New metabolism

broolctlvough. RN auilted. ft Works!
$35 OO+free 9ih. 1·800-777-7618.

separation and QuarkXpress.

Advertising Sales Representative
• Afternoon work block

• Car helpful, with mileage reimbursement.
• Sales experience helpful.

~1, lbs.

~'f»"'cravs.

100'.I; money 6acl: guo,onlee
[Fr.,, samples wirh ord« I

708-893-mo

Night Layout Clerk
• Evening work block.
• Duties include paste-up and cnmern work.

.. Reporter
• Daytime 3-4 hour time block required.
• Knowledge ofjoumalistic writing style

preferred; strong spelling, gmmmar skills
uired.

Copy Editor
• Late afternoon-evening time block.
• Must be detailed-oriented and able to work

quickly and efficiently under deadline pressure.
• Strong knowledge of grammar, spelling and

word usage required. Knowledge ofjournalistic
writing preferred.
• Quark XPress desktop publishing experience
referred.

Photographer
• Flexi'ble time block.
• Must be able to shoot and process 35mm block-

ond-white; film; must also be able to shoot color.

LARRY'S LAWN CARE<o,,,,,,e,cio1/
Re,idontial Free Estimoles Serving

ThinL

• Car required, with mileago reimbursement.

• Solid work block preferred
• Duties include posting AIR, AIP,

~••M=wmlfita¥s1d~I
locolor,o8~'....4:5~~~~-

Circulation Drivers

• Hours: 2 o.m. - 6 a.m.
1
• Good driving reco~ a must.

Classified Inside Sales

htlp://www.lllumr.com
scholonl,ips, academic & career

:11MM1R$$

CRUISE SHIP J08S
.
APl'lY 1-¥::J.N FOR SU.'M'.ER, M/F
NO EXP!:RIENCE REQUIRED
H1GH PAY/BENEITTS
1-800-638·6845 Ext Cl JOA

·..:-

• Insido sales, genernl clerical & rea!jltion

1-a0O.a9a.2a66.

[fl1Bil:ZfP:~h,1iii\iid,J:_

• Previous p ~ eiperience helpful including that

on smoll sheet-fed form presses.

hout.ng. rolcing. 457-3586.
Tllo o.thorl119

area,, no

.· \

• Needed ~bdi:tely & for summer.

• Strong mechonicnl aptitude o plus.

~Join the D.E." ..

crew!

• Night shift.

TWO GUYS LAWN & TREE Serv;ce_
Tree remoYal. trimming, lonchcope,

quota,, no ,hipping lee., call

150~~~··

;;ijcial u,e, lor _lr11 day lo

• You must be able to communicate and help others

800-353·3711

Commun~~/:~6-3311 ut.

to
tso2.=r
.
!~~~Apply in ,,.,_ at Rao,e,,elt Square,

-..lien
I (Ad,

lo, ponanal, not

_Student Network Consultant

Dan"s M4,cnry & Waterpn,olmg.
Ba1em1nt1
repaired
&

a::~'i'~ See

~~~~~

must be

• Expericnco with Macintosh and MS-DOS.
• Network and Qu.orkXPress experience a plus.

woterp,aoled, M4,cnry ,..,.l, elc. 1•

ff'ICOting,

Penonolsf"Aslle<afree
placing a 5 day, 3 line

801-943-61 JS

"'°""

""'9" skiU, a mu>!. Musi be c1etaa
onMted, able 10 worl under deocfline

~to11.,obit.tie,Progressive
se,.,;ce provide< loolung tll a few

rne.l..,IIResponcl."57-0603.

AN you •-kins for a dete,
c,jw-toliA1o,Wt,yno1
try on ad in lhe Datlv e::1£·
tlan

INFOUNf 1-900·370-HEMP
$2. 99/MJN 18+ TT OUIUNIC

houu .,,n,.
A57·798A. c, ~ 525-8393.

mechanic. He

pressure, and able to organize multiple
,1em,otanetime Ouarl. Xpresdeslttop

on

•
·
DON'T DROP OUT OF COllEGE.
learn how 1a got 1,.., lnOM)'.
1·888-Free-money. 'Tcll Ire..

~~~r:v_GRANTS. SWM. 28, 181 lbs, 6', care«, polite,
1·8""-'00-0209.
fit, fun,__, monicd. Soeb
.__vv-_
.. ______JI honesr,
intelJiaent, ,t.,,,, Yirtuou. fwnole. CoD

SI••• tho Car Docter Mobile

Strong

AVON NEEDS REPS in

If . ,. -.- ,..........· -;I

:=~!~~s

fronts. 8onners & magnetic sigm also
CMJi1ablo. CoD Jason at 351-0234.

~Mo'?~c':~~;e
style
spelling, grammar and word
pubt~

...,.,,.,._._'°'_'___•- - . I

,.MCIGQ
__
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• Knowledge of photojournnlism and digital

Pick up your application at the Daily Egyptian
Reception Desk1 Commur.ications Bldg., Rm. 1259.
Monday througn Friday, 8 A.M. • 4:30 P.M. 536-3311

processing preferred.
• Photocopies of approximately 6-10 photos you

hove taken should accompany your application.
Do not submit original photographs; we cannot
guarantee that they will be returned.

Newsroom Graphic Designer

GRAD STUDENT PAJNTcR, 10 yrs exp,
Ir.. estimo"'1, references.
inleriar/Uferio<, plea,e coll John 687·
.4837

• Produce illustrotions, charts, graphs and other

Rl5UMIS RIIUMIS rhat be,t

• 20 hours a week, afternoon-evening.work

l'efl"?'l'II yo,,. SAME DAY SER'/ICE.

Ail< for Ran. 457-2058.

THESIS MANAGEMENT SERVICES

~57-~t!!;,i~~~R<x,
Colftpl•I• Ro1amo So"lces
stu••nl Dlscea11t thrv Aprll
Cower &..Hen & Rofero11co1
Word Proceulng & Hltl11g.
Gr11• Sdt••ol Appro•••
WORDS • Perfectlrl
457-5655

graphics for DE stories and special sections.
schedule, other times as needed.
• Knowledge of Quark XPress and illustration

·applications such as Adobe Illustrations
required.
. . '\
•
• Photocopies of oppa!oximately 5 exampl<:!S oE \

your work ~ould accompany your application.
. .
'
"/ .. :....',.t,,· -'~.-.. ·.--::-'l)·i•
'AllappliCIUltaDJusthnvea.nACT.'FFSan61e. ,·
;.(' ,.
/ill majonfare encauiii~ ta apply for all positions.• , ~ ,
'1!19.Da~y Et:;iP!ia;J
Oppo~~tr_Emp½:9r:

~-~~'!:\1

your

11pplicnlion ot tl1c Daily Egyptia"'n.
Rc,,ccption Desk, Communications Bldg., Rm. 1259.
Pick up

Monday through Friday, 8 Ml. • 4:30 P~I. 536-3311

Thursday, April 18, 1996@
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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SHOE

by Peter Kohlsut

SINGLE SLICES

by Jeff MacNelly

THATCH by Jeff Shesol
IS Al't.m<T'PN VlcnRV
il,IPOSSl&lU t-lOT If 'toll
m£TllEEXI.Ml'tEOF
BI.AAl/60!.IIWATER,.
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HORRY INTO

GARFJELD~S
EvERY TiiORSDAJ TO
Ett)oy GRE8T DRINK SPEaALS!

ITHE Daily Crossword
ACROSS
I Type " bcrdong
5Schodo,go
9Wnevatloly
1'1nlhotick"
15 Drug.slongltr
16 Basebd'•
S10f1!1'11
17 1992
prHldenllal
c.andid.Uo

19Aclo(•-..
IO&uciance
20Tolepall,y

am,ny,n
210n.,wt,ore',jtolS

22Sl)Olllpbces
T.ILOVtlsong>

25Holpinacm,e
29 Lac\'ngvloo,
29 He"'1hl""'1
J2 LaScalasoba
34Jxl<atrna1JG Efflll lrom lho
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$1.00 Orange Crash Shots
$1.00 Kamlkazie Shots

,;1/1 Price Appttinrs\.'i ,
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frasor
ar. 1tinued from page 20
whid1 is what be attributes his arm
strength to.
Following bis little league days,
Frasor entered Oak Forest High
School, and quietly - which is typical for bis Ja'SO,.illlity-wcxked his
way to confcreocc and all-state honors.
In bis senior season, Flasor gathered team MVP and conference
MVP honors, and led his team ID a
conference title.
When he was not on the motmd
making a difference with his 1.02
ERA F=or played shortstop. and
bit a robust .5fJ7.
Now in bis freshman season at
Southern. Frasor is surprising the
entire conference.
He clllTClltly ranks sixth in the
Missouri Valley Conference in
strikeouts with 39 in 42.1 innings
pitched, and has compiled a 3-2
record with a 3.65 ERA, which is
thinJ-bcst m the team.
Callahan said going into tbc
team• s fall workout;, he looked at
Frasor as a mid-week starter or m a
middle-relief pitcher, but that
ch:mgcd quickly.
"Hc"s been a pleasant surprise,"
Callahan said with the look of a kid
in a candy st<Xe.
"Even after the first intrasquad
game we played in the fall, he turned
out to be bcucr than we thought
"l hadn't been around lhc pitdlcrs
much. DJ. (STTJC pitching coach
Derck Johnson) bad been wilb the
pitchers in the pen. we come out and
Blumcr (Blwnenstock) throwing 8788 on the RAY gun, which is the
slow gun. and here's this little 5-9,
150 pounder that we thought was
b:Ncally a lxeaking ooil, change-up
type pitcher, throwing 85 or 86.
"He's just two miles per hour
slower than a guy who's 6-5, 230,
and was jtr;t on the verge of being
invited to the United States Olympic
II)'OUL~."

So just how docs a person of
Frasor·s si1,c throw a baseball 90

mph?
Frasor explained it as, "just roe of
tbosc things," but Callahan offered a
slightly mocc flattering comment
"'That's a gift, you're born with
tbat,"" he said. 'ibat"s not something
that's taught Mcchanically, he's very
efficient You don't sec a lot ofanns
and legs flying cvcrywllac.
1be thing with Jason is that you
can maybe add a few miles per hour
to a fastball through mechanics or
strength, but when you sec a guy.
who's 5-9, 150 throwing &9-90 miles
per boor, Iha!' s a gift
"You look at his anns, and they
look like two pipe cleaners. So. ifs
got nothing ID do with what he ha.s or
hagi ·1 done in the weight IOOOI."
Cailah:m said after bis impressive
performance in the fall workouts, he
intended ID use Frasor as lhc team's
closer, but as lhc season progressed.
a role change was needed.
"It was a silllation early in the season where we couldn't get ID him,
and he was too good ID be sitting
down in lhc bullpen r'viting away,"
he said.

Daily Egypti'ln

#He's been a
pleasant
surprise.Even
after the first
intrasquad game
we played in
the fall, he turned
out to be better
than we
thought"
Dan Callahan
Saluki baseball coach
April 12 at Southwest Missomi
State, Flasor took the mound against
SMSU's Jarrod Mays. an Olympic
B$Cball Team member last season,
and defeated him 6-4.
Frasor said be did not know !\,fays'
history, and went about bis busiress

as usual.
'1 had never even beard of him,"
be said.
"(Junior
pitcher)
Brad
Blmru:nstoek (who tried out for lhc
Olympic team) said sancthing during the game, that he played with
him, and that's when I knew.
it fcit good ID get a victory, and to
beat a good pilebcr."
While he !TI}Ved himself a quality
pitcher against Mays. his biggest test
may come this weekend, as the
SaJukis travel to Wichita State
Uoivcmty to ba1ile lhcShoclccrs who
are ranked third in lhc nalion.
Frasor will lake the hill against
WSU's top burler Ben Thanas, who
is 7-0 this season with a 1.77 ERA,
and be admlts he is DCf\'OUS about iL
"I nervous, man. real nervous,"
Frasor said almost shaking in his

Softball
amti11ued from page 20
and I think their roster is 13,"

Thursday, April 18, 1996

#We hope to get everybody healthy again.
We're just going to go out there and try
our hardest and do our best"

Brcchtclsbaucr said.
"Apparently they are all bcalthy
because they are havmg a tremcndoos scmon. We know they have a
good oo11 club. ~ir Slarting people

a r c ~ ~ g . ~ smie mudt
needed rest this weclc. wbich·helpcd
to heal its bumps and lxuises after its
doubleheader with the Redbirds
Smxlay.
Howeva-, withoot Scbullek, Loog
and Shields, Brechlel.sbarer said she
is not yet sure of what she c,m put on

the field this weekend.
"We don't know c:it.actly what
shape we arc in until we leave
today," she said.
"The key is Schuttek. If she is
rek-a<;ed and can pitdl, that's probably the biggest thqig, so. that's. an
issue. Whether or not they can pull it
together is what we arc going to have

tofindOUL"
The Saiukis, who dropped both
games of the doublehealcr against Illinois Stale, arc hoping it can overromc its aches and pains, mwell as
its rost"l' blues, and walk away with
four victocics in order to Slay with the
Valley pack.
"We're just going to have to go out
there knowing that we've got our
bands full, and walk away with a
couple of wim so we can stay in the
midst of things and not fall behind,"

Brcchtclsbaucr said.
Scnioc second baseman Jami Koss
remains qitimi,lic toward the weekend despite the probable holes in the
roster, and said the squad can deal

,

Christine Knotts
senior center fielder
with the olNacles it faces.
"It's goinr. to be a big weekend,"
sbe sai.d. "We're going to go right
after them. That's what WC want to
do to
team. get them down and
keep them down.
"We're going to play lnlh teams
tough."
Koss is another strong force for
Soutbcrn at the pJatc.
The Sahlki ro-caplain hit safely in
six of her seven games last week to
raise her average to 376. Koss also
went four-of-four in stolen lxlscs.
Senior cenetr fielder Christine

every

.
I

Like Koss, Knotts too remain.,
optimistic toward the wcekeod series,
and said the team will do its best to
ensure :lODle wins.
"We hope to get everyboJy
healthy again." she said.
"We're just going to go out tbcrc
and try our hardest. and do our best'"
Soulbcrn begins the first game of
its doubleheader against Northern
Iowa at 3 p.m. Friday, and noon on
Saturday again.~ Drake.

Spring Cl~an Up1996April 20, 1996 - SAM-lPM
Raindate: April 21, 1-SPM

Sign in at Turley Park for Assignments
• T-shirts for
First 300 volunteers
• Prizes & live Music
by "Waxdolfs•

........

•

!f1' llll!..

Coffee & Doughnuts
for Early Birds

-:-16 •

Hot Dogs & Soft Drinks

....
•
,,.

'Extra bonus points credited to contest totals for all pre-registered groups
before Apnl 17

scat

"It's going to be fun. There's
going to be a lot of people, it's a
night game. and rm going to go out
there and kex:p doing what ve been
doing.
'1 haven't done it all year (study
line-ups). ~y•rc Slllds, they're all
studs. I've just got to challenge
lhcrn."
In a retrospect of Frastt' s pasooality and level of maturity, Callahan
said norJring but good things about
him, and even comJmCd him to fellow pitchers who have far more
experience at the college level
"He's very level-headed," be said.
"He, (sophomore pitcher) David
Piau,a, and (junior pitcher) Tory
Hatten are all in the same boat.
1bey" re three guys who have the
ability to pitch at !hi~ level, and Ibey
don't talk about it
"I don't think you'll hear them
popping off about bow good they
arc, or how much success they've
bad. 1bey go about their business in
a very professional way, all three of
lhem are very, vay professional, and
are very low-key, but even in their
quiet ways, all three of them arc
more of a competitor than what
you'd guess."
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By Allan Malamud
The Los Angeles Times
Herc's a vote not for tbe 1996
Chicago Bulls or the 1972 Los
Angeles Lakcrs, but tbe 1967
Philadelphia 76ers as the greatest
NBA team ever.
The 76ers were 68-13 and beat
the San Francisco Warriors in six
games for tbc NBA title.
However, their finest achievement was eliminating tbe eight•
time defending champion Boston
Celtics in five games in the :Eastern

Knotts still has tbe hot bat for the
Salukis. Knotts leads the Valley in
baiting with a blazing .460 a,,:ragc.

Retail sales include new
& used equipment

,
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SI UC sprinter right at home with Salukis
By Jared Driskill
Egyptian Reporter

0.1ily

Allcnding three different high
schools 11o"l!i adjusting to college life
ha.\ not hindered SIUC sophomore
pre-major Orlando McKee from
becoming one of the lop long
jumpers in the Missouri Valley
Conference.
Perhaps McKet- is one of the most
ver.;atile membclli of the sruc men's
track and field team. McKc:c's flexibility i, not limited lo the track. however.
McKc:c attended two hielJ schools
in La., Vega.,;. Nev. before transferring to Ea.,t SL Louis Senior High
Schoc.~ h's senior year.
According to McKee. adjusting to
each school ha.\ helped him both on.
and off the track.
"When I first got into high school.
I knew there would be some adjusting moving llllOlher level from high
school to college," McKee said.
·•1 knew I wa.~ going to have to
adapt myself (to the changes).
..II (adjustin,; to different Sl.,100ls)
wa.\ hard, but you've got to make
fricnu.~ and you've got to lose friend,.
I knew. friend-wise, it wa., going to
be difficult coming in (lo college)."
But adjusting to three different
high schools did not prevent McKee
from being one of the lop pcrforrner..
on an East St. Louis Senior High
team with a reputation for winning.
This is evident through the wools
of Senior High track and field coach
John Davis.
"He came in (his senior year from
La.~ Vegas, Nev.)jumping real good
for us," Davis said.
"As a matter of fact, I think he
went the entire year without losing in
the long jump."
Davis also said McKee had an
unparalleled work '!!hie lhat enabled
him 10 be a versatile arnlele in the
fielJ and on the track.
"We had to kind of tell him not lo
w~ he-~~ thal type of individual;·
DaVls s:ud.
He did what you wanted him IO do.
plu.,more."
Acconling to Davis. McKee did
not do well in the state meet his
senior year. but he was able to make

up for ii by his perfonnance al the
National
Junior
Olympic
Championship meet the summer after
hi\ graduation in 1994.
.. He won the 1011g jump (with a
jump of 24-fcet).'' Davi\ said.
McKee stressed he fell he had
something to prove to himself and 10
others who doubled his ability as a
result of his state meet perfonnance
his senior year.
"I went into stale (IHSA 2-A State
track and field meet) being one of the
top athletes in the stale because I was
ranked in the top IO in the stale in all
four of my events (long jump, triple
jump. 200-meter dash, and a sprint
relay);· he said.
"I knew myself that I could have
won tht'se events. but I guess I
choked. So in nationals I wanted to
go out al1<I prove something."
McKc:c also said that entering into
one of the top track and field program~ in the nation (East SL Louis
Senior High) wa.~ a great benefit lo
him.
"East SL Louis Senior High had
won a (stale) championship before I
got there. so I was kind of thankful
that I came into a winning school,"
McKce~d.
Another transition McKc:c said he
had to make was coming from a program with six or seven coaches.
(Senior High) to a team with only
two coaches {Southern).
He aho said without his training in
high school, he would not be where
he i, today as far as jumping goes.
"I got pretty good advice switching
from school to school," McKee said.
''The athletes also gave their insight
as far as coaching. and that helped
out tr.e whole team." _ ~
According to SIUC men's track
and field coach Bill Cornell.
McKee's best talent is in the long
jump where he ~ yel to reach his
full potential.
"He's a multi-talented young
man;· Coo,dl said.
.. We can't compete him in all of
the events that ho: can pol"Sibly com•
pete in in one day because thal would
just wear him out
Cornell added McKee is capable
of competing in the both the 100 and
200-meter da.<Jies. the 400-meter run,
long jump. triple jump. 110-meter

not yet seen his longest distance.
"lfhe can go 25-7 or 25-8, I think
he can make it to the Nationals."
Giesler said. It (jumping 25-feet)
would be a big improvement for him
since.he came in as a 24-1 long

jumper."

· ~'That's something that I'm constantl ' thinkin about (goin to the
· N~
~ch is a

awJonsru ).

. problem,~ McKee sai~
',Tm no( supposed to be thinking
about toosc things ifl want to achieve
them br.cause it md of choices you

-

every tirric you participate. One
thing's forc:atairi, I do believe I am
a 26-footjumper."
•
McKee· added that he got a good
view· of a 26-foot jump after he
scratched ·a 26-3 jump Saturday. at
the Tyson lnvitaticnal, by only few
inches, and said the Kansas Relays.
coming up this weekend, will be one
of the biggest meets of the se:IOO!', for

a

him.
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Orla,rdo McKee, a sopl1omore i11 accounting from East St. Louis
and /011g jumper/lrurdler, clears a hurdle Monday afternoon duri11g
Saluki track practice at McAndrew Stadium.
high hurdles, and can help on both
relaysqu:ids.
"We think he's potentially a 26footer," Cornell said.
"He could possibly make it to the
Nationals in thal (longjump). He can
do it any day because he's been
jumping pretty consistently."
Cornell said he thinks McKee realiz.es he could make it to the NCAA
Championships. and his realization
ha., encouraged him to train harder.
"I've been uying to impress upon
him the importance of a young man
with his talent and his ability to do
the work. thal he ~ the possibility to
go to nationals and possibly make
All-American.'' Cornell explained.
"So he can look baclc on this in
years to come and see that he did uti-

1ize the potential...
McKee's best long jump this season is 24-6, which he produa:d at the
Semotion Relays April 5-6, and
acconling to SIUC assistant traclc and
field coach Mike Giesler, McKee~

K.OPIES

Giesler·explained that consi\lency
of distances in the long jump ~ very
important. and usually precedes a
longer jump.
According to Giesler, McKee has
been at a consistent made: with his last
three competition jumps being
between 24-4 and 24-6.
"It puts a good feeling in here
(pointing to his stomach) about an
athlete. when they're consistent,"
Giesler said. "If he can stay over 244, that puts a good feeling in my
stomach. You know you can count
on it (McKee jumping over 24-4)_••
Giesler added that strength is possibly the only area where McKee i~
lacking. ·
.
"Technique-wise, he's pretty
sound," he said. "But he's not as
strong as where I'd like to see him."
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THIS YEAR A LOT

Giants' Park may be
lost to Korean Army
The Los Angeles Times

•

SAN FRAN SCO-lt is still not
known if Los Angeles Dodger starter
Chan Ho Park will have to ser.-e in
the Korean Army within the next
five years. but San Francisco Giant
third ba.\C coach Wendell Kim said
Tuc:sdaJ thal it will be difficult for
Park ro escape his militaiy obliga•
lion.
··1 think he• s going to have to sen-e
his time," said Kim, the first K=n
to wear a major league unifonn as
the Giants' coach seven year., ago.
"Some of the big oompanies tried to
get their guys out of service for a
while, and couldn't do iL"
Park., 22. who's required by
Korean law to begin serving a JO.
month stint in !he army by age 27,
hardly was thinking about this
Tuesday when he arrived at
Candl~tick Park for the first lime.
He wa., besieged by reporu:rs curi•
ous about the first Korean to play in
the major leagues. but said the real
hero should be :<im
Park introduced himself to Kim in
the runway before the game, and
thallked him for making his venture
into major league baseball possible.
"He's my hero," Park said after

11 Some of the big

companies tried to
get their guys out
of the service for a
while, and
couldn't do it.ff
Wendell Kim

Giants' 3rd base coach
meeting him. "He's a very famou.,
man."
Kim, 46. born in Hawaii. is the son
of a Korean father and Hawaiian
mother. He grew up in Los Angeles.
and spent seven ye:irs playing in the
Giants' minor league organiz.ation.
He knew one day there would be a
Korean playing ba.\Cball, but still
wondc:s just how many will follow.
"I don't know how many will
want to come," Kim said. "It's just
sucli a different culture. But rm
happy for Qian Ho. He's definitely
a hero."

OFCOLLEGE
SENIORS WILL
BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.

Under the Army's
Loan Repayment pro:. ·am, you could get out
from under with a
three-year enlisbnenl
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by
one-third or $1,500,
whichever amount is
greater, up to a $55,000
limit The offer applies
to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans, and certain
other federally insured
loans, which are not in
default And d.ebt relief
is just one of the many
benefits you'll earn from
the Army. Asl: your
Army Recruiter.
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Tnursday, April 18
Lecture: The Process of Rehabllltatlon:
The Special Needs of Asian Americans .
Dr. Phuong Nguyen, M.D.
Director, Brain Injury Services, SL Mary's
Rehabilitalion Institute, SL Louis, MO
,
Lesar ~w Schoo! Auditorium, ·7 p.m~ • 9 p.m.
ccnllCINM-MIAinrwnlUMonthComml!MaU53•57I&
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Salukis' role players to get chance
Vacancies in roster give others opportunities
By Michael Deford
DE Assistant Sports Editor

B. ANroNlo E. -
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Kim Holder, a sophomore in pre-social work~m Carbondale, digs in and
co1111ects wiU1 tlze ball Wednesday afternoon during the Saluki softball
team's practice at the IA W Fields.

The last time the SIUC softball
squad tangled with the University
of Northern [owa and Drake
University, it's roster was fresh,
and al full strength.
However, things are different
this lime around for the Salukis,
who must face the two Missouri
Valley Conference adversaries
minus a full roster on the road
this weekend.
Saluki hurler Jamie Schuttek
remains questionable for the
Saluk.is' road trip, after being
struck in the head by a hard-hit
line drive in game one r.f
Southern's doubleheader against
Illinois State Sunday.
.
According to Sally Perkins.
SlliC's women's athletic trainer,
Schuttek's vision remains
blurred, and she will see an ophthalmologist today to determine
if she can be released to play.
Schuttek's ann will definitely
be missed if she cannot make the
trip. The right-hander leads the
Valley with 82 strikeouts, and is
second in the league with a 1.12
ERA.
[n addition, the Salukis are
minus the bat of junior right fielder April Long, who is staying
behind for personal reasons. Long
has been a steady force at the
plate for the Salukis this season,
and her .341 average will be
missed in the weekend series.
In conference action, Long has
hit .462, and drove in six runs.
As if that were not enough,

Brechtelsbauer said. "We need
everybody to pull together and
give us everything they've got"
In Southem's last meeting with
Nonhem Iowa in Carbondale
March 22. the Panthers blanked
the Salukis 3-0 with six hits.
SlliC fared no better against
Drake during the Florida State
Invitational March 15, where the
team was downed 7-2.
Brechtelsbauer is well aware
of the talent Northern Iowa and
Drake possess, as well has how
they have improved since
Southem's last meeting with the

././Everybody is
going to have to
play their role
and play it well.
We need
everybody to
pull together and
give us everything
they've got."

two.

Kay Breclztelsbauer.
Saluki softball coach

"They are both strong ball
clubs," she said. "Drake is on a
roll, and we are going to have to
do our very best with a limited
lineup. It's going to be a really
tough weekend."
Southern is 6-2 in the confer•
ence standings with a 6rr.i grip on
the No. 3 spot
Northern Iowa comes into this
weekends contest in the No. 5
spot with a 6-4 mark, while
Drake posts a 7-2-1 record in the
No.2spot
The Panthers are 6-4 in its last
10 games, and are 12-4 over its
last 16.
Drake, however, has proven to
be the hottest team in the Valley
since league action began April
12.
The Bulldogs have won six
straight contests, and arc 8-2 in
their last 10.
"Drake has a smau ball club,

freshman first baseman Theresa
Shields is lost for the remainder
of the season after arthroscopic
surgery on her left knee Monday
revealed a completely tom anterior cruciate ligament and cartilage.
According to Perk.ins, Shields
had the cartilage repaired and will
have reconstructive surgery to
repair the ligament at a later dal~.
Shields suffered the seaso.~cnding injury April JO, against
the University of MISSOuri in the
second game of the doubleheader.
Without Schunek, Long, and
Shields, Saluki softball coach
Kay Brechtelsbauer said the
entire team will have to step· it up
a bit this weekend.
"Everybody is going to have to
play their role and play it well,"

see SOFTBALL, page 18

Good things come to Salukis in small package
5-foot-10-in_ch, 160-pound pitcher Jason Frasor overcomes scouts' criticism
By Chad Anderson

lets his pitching do the talking for
him.
"It's funny - I've been through
it all my life, being the shortest guy
out there," Frasor said. "When they
see me pitch. the don't say it any-

DE Sports Editor
The phra!:e, "-...:Jk softly, tut
carry a big stick," could not fit any-

one better than Saluk.i freshman
pitcher Jason

Frasor.

,-:::-:-,===-=--.,,

more.
"I don't like to show anyone up.
or anything like that. I'm very confident. but I clon 't like to let people
1,..,iow that I'm confident or make
people mad."
Frawr's size, which is tlie most
puzzling aspect of his ability to
!hrow 90 miles per hour, almost cost
him a chance to pursue
love for
b.Jseball and a cha;ice to cha.c;e his
dream of playing prof=ionally. ·
"[ really didn't have too many
other choices, to tell you the truth,"
he said "There were other colleges,

W hi I e
Frasor is a

humble, softspoken and
level-headed

person who has
constantly been

'*

picked on for
his size (5- 10,
160} and boyJason frasor
ish
looks
throughout his life, he said the criticism has not bothered him and he

Between the Lines
'
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~
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Jason Frasor
Saluki freslnnan pitcher
but when they saw me, they literally told me I was too small to play
college baseball - especially for a

think that's what turned a lot of people off, his size, and [ tell you what,
I looked like a pretty bright guy on
out scout day ·this year.
"Jason's throwing 89-90 on the
gun, and these scouts are saying,
'man where did you get this guy
from?' and most of them had heard
his name, but had failed to see him
because they heard he was throwing 81-82 and he was a little, tiny,
skinny guy.
"The best thing we ever did was
to take the time and initiative to go
up and see him."
Frasor began playing baseball at
the age of 8, with a helpful push
form his father, and said hc•threw
every day when he was younger,

see FRASOR, page 18

owner Tom Hic;ks.
l\. Jl"innesotn Twins' ·All-Star center fielder
A source CID!iC to Perot say~~ !;nows very l l'.I.Kirby Puckett underwent laser surgery
little about baslietball and will more than like:,· to restore normal vision to his Jight eye, after
Jy be a "pas.~iye" owne'r on- ~ruiel ·deci- suffering an eruiy form of glaucoma earlier
1
this
'>", - .~
•
'
'
' he announcement thafo group. led by
~i~:·
i, ' \ • · \ • • '. r~:;:": .' • •
.Puckett~ whc)'lias.missed the first two
.·weeks
tlte_i:cguiar':~on
placed on
developer R~ Perot, Jr•. wilt fie':· -Trim
a junior m1cl-dlstanl=C
pukhasing the Dailds Mh~eri~ks is cxi_;;ted ,Bon the.sruc wonu:n•s· track and field ~e.disaoled iisrfor ttie fl,ist
in h1s
tomorrow.
·
• · ~'team was named to the GTE Academic AllPerot reportedly became the frontmnner to · American Thfrd Team for the 1995-96
get the team on Monday when'he added $10\ ,Fall/Winter. :
.
million dollars to his offer, which matched.' \ ' Koener, a physical therapy major, tallied a they play host to Grant.lJill and the Detroit
Pistons. Tip-off is at 7:30 p.m,·
·
lhe S12 million proposal from Dallas Stars;', 4.00 GPA last semester.

·.;~ing 4-14.int he ACC. Sendek gliided his
; . '!=lub to a 2 I~8 this past season. and led the
Red™ns' program to a 63-26 record over the
last three Yeaf!i·

Mi~ ·

orth Carolina State hz.s nam~
of Ohio's Herb Sendek .·as the
Wolfpack's new men's b:isketb_ali coach.
Sendek takes over for Les Robinson, who
resigned at the end of the 1995-96 season.
despite being offe,ed a conllacl extension
until 1999.
The Wolfpack finished the season with a
dismal 15-16 overall record and an emhar-

N

pitcher.
''It was getting late in the signing
period, so it came down to this, or a
community college. so r chose this.
I liked it down here, and I knew I
could play at this level."
Callahan said mistakes in his
early coaching and recruiting days
are what led him to ignore the scouting reports and Frasor's size, and
sign him to play at Southern.
Callahan missed signing an
infielder from his home town, who
eventually turned out to be an AllAmerican in his freshman season,
and he did not want the same to
happen with future recruits.
"Right about then is when I
stopped talcing radar guns to games,
and worrying about where guys
were velocity-wise," he said. "I

-'-'When they saw
me, they literally
told me I was too
small to play
baseballespecially for
a pitcher."
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